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Abstract

A unified understanding of terms and their applicability is essential for every scientific discipline: steganography is no exception.
Being divided into several domains (for instance, text steganography, digital media steganography, and network steganography),
it is crucial to provide a unified terminology as well as a taxonomy that is not limited to some specific applications or areas. A
prime attempt towards a unified understanding of terms was conducted in 2015 with the introduction of a pattern-based tax-
onomy for network steganography. Six years later, in 2021, the first work towards a pattern-based taxonomy for steganography
was proposed. However, this initial attempt still faced several shortcomings, e.g., the lack of patterns for several steganography
domains (the work mainly focused on network steganography and covert channels), various terminology issues, and the need
of providing a tutorial on how the taxonomy can be used during engineering and scientific tasks, including the paper-writing
process.

As the consortium who published this initial 2021-study on steganography patterns, in this paper we present the first compre-
hensive pattern-based taxonomy tailored to fit all known domains of steganography, including smaller and emerging areas, such
as filesystem steganography and cyber-physical systems steganography. Besides, to make our contribution more effective and
promote the use of the taxonomy to advance research on steganography, we also provide a thorough tutorial on its utilization.

Our pattern collection is available at https://patterns.ztt.hs-worms.de.
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Abstract—A unified understanding of terms and their applica-
bility is essential for every scientific discipline: steganography is
no exception. Being divided into several domains (for instance,
text steganography, digital media steganography, and network
steganography), it is crucial to provide a unified terminology as
well as a taxonomy that is not limited to some specific applications
or areas. A prime attempt towards a unified understanding of
terms was conducted in 2015 with the introduction of a pattern-
based taxonomy for network steganography. Six years later,
in 2021, the first work towards a pattern-based taxonomy for
steganography was proposed. However, this initial attempt still
faced several shortcomings, e.g., the lack of patterns for several
steganography domains (the work mainly focused on network
steganography and covert channels), various terminology issues,
and the need of providing a tutorial on how the taxonomy can
be used during engineering and scientific tasks, including the
paper-writing process.

As the consortium who published this initial 2021-study
on steganography patterns, in this paper we present the first
comprehensive pattern-based taxonomy tailored to fit all known
domains of steganography, including smaller and emerging areas,
such as filesystem steganography and cyber-physical systems
steganography. Besides, to make our contribution more effective
and promote the use of the taxonomy to advance research
on steganography, we also provide a thorough tutorial on its
utilization.

Our pattern collection is available at https://patterns.ztt.
hs-worms.de.

Index Terms—Steganography, Network Steganography, Covert
Channels, Terminology, Taxonomy, Information Hiding, Science
of Security, Information Security, Patterns, CPS, Filesystems,
Digital Media, Linguistic Steganography, Cyber Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

STEGANOGRAPHY is the art and science of concealing
the existence of information transfer and storage. It has

already been applied in Ancient Greece and the Roman
Empire, with its methodology been developed further in the
Medieval and Enlightenment Ages [1]–[3]. Especially during
conflicts and wartimes, steganography developed further due
to the need of sophisticated hiding methods to exchange secret
messages. In the 20th century, steganography gained additional
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Fig. 1. Example for an overlapping focus of three steganography domains.

importance due to the digitization in organizational and private
sectors as well as the introduction of the Internet [2]. Plenty
of digital media formats, network communication protocols,
and cyber-physical systems allowed to exploit hiding methods
to conceal both, the storage and transfer of secret information.

Today, steganography consists of several domains. As
paradigmatic examples, we mention text steganography, net-
work steganography, digital media steganography, filesys-
tem steganography, and cyber-physical systems steganography.
Some of these domains are influenced by multiple research
directions and technological developments. For instance, net-
work steganography is shaped by and overlaps with network
covert channel research. Because of these domains, which
develop further their own terms and methodology, it is crucial
to synchronize and unify the understanding of central aspects,
such as steganographic methods, as there are several overlaps,
which have been exemplified in Fig. 1.

Therefore, in this article, we provide the following key
contributions:

1) Presentation of the first comprehensive and fully-
functional pattern-based taxonomy for steganography that
includes all major steganography domains as well as
recently evolving domains. Our taxonomy is partially
applicable to non-digital domains, such as non-digital
text steganography, but its focus is on digital forms of
steganography.

2) Provision of a unified terminology to describe hiding
methods of all steganography domains.

3) Supply of an accompanying tutorial to explain the appli-
cation of the taxonomy in a way that enforces a unified

https://patterns.ztt.hs-worms.de
https://patterns.ztt.hs-worms.de
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description of hiding methods. This aids replicability of
future scientific studies.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Sect. II
explains the current situation and covers related work on
the subject while Sect. III discusses different domains where
steganography is applied. Sect. IV introduces the method-
ology for creating the taxonomy. Sect. V presents the core
taxonomy, followed by domain-specific sub-taxonomies in
Sect. VI. Sect. VII presents countermeasures, while Sect. VIII
discusses our approach including its limitations and Sect. IX
gives a tutorial for using the taxonomy. Finally, Sect. X
draws conclusions and provides an outlook on future research
challenges.

List of Abbreviations

ARP Address Resolution Protocol
BACnet Building Automation Control Networks
BMP Bitmap (file format)
CPS Cyber-physical System
CR Covert Receiver
CS Covert Sender
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DNS Domain Name System
exFAT Extensible File Allocation Table
FAT File Allocation Table
FIN Finish
FTP File Transfer Protocol
HAS Human Audio System
HTTP Hyper-text Transfer Protocol
HTML Hyper-text Markup Language
HVS Human Visual System
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
ICS Industrial Control System
ID Identifier
IoT Internet of Things
IP(v4) Internet Protocol (Version 4)
IP-IP IPv4 in IPv4
IPSec Internet Protocol Security
IPv6 Internet Protocol Version 6
LSB Least Significant Bit(s)
MAC Message Authentication Code
MBR Manipulation by Reader
MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MP3 MPEG-1/2 Audio Layer III
MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
NNTP Network News Transfer Protocol
NTFS New Technology File System
OR Overt Receiver
OS Overt Sender
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
PDF Portable Document Format
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PGM Probabilistic Graphical Model
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
PLML Pattern Language Markup Language
PNG Portable Network Graphics

POP3 Post Office Protocol (Version 3)
QoS Quality of Service
RPM Revolutions per Minute
RST Reset
RTP Real-time Transport Protocol
SIP Session Initiation Protocol
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SSH Secure Shell
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TIA Totally Integrated Automation (Portal)
TTL Time to Live
UDP User Datagram Protocol
VAD Voice Activity Detection
VM Virtual Machine
WAV Waveform Audio File Format
XML Extensible Markup Language
XMPP Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

II. CURRENT SITUATION AND RELATED WORK

In Sect. II-A, we will first cover the current situation and
related work on pattern-based descriptions for hiding methods.
Afterwards, Sect. II-B discusses related surveys.

A. Pattern-based Taxonomies in Steganography

In research domains facing a vital development, it is
not uncommon that terminology and definitions change over
the years. This case was, for instance, observed for cyber-
physical systems (CPS) [4]. Similarly, steganography faces
an active and divergent development that lasts since several
decades while new technology and domains, such as network
steganography, emerged. This led to inconsistent descriptions
of hiding methods — even within steganography domains
[2]. For this reason, the concept of a pattern-based taxonomy
was introduced by Wendzel et al. in 2015 for the domain of
network steganography (mainly for the case of network covert
channels) [5]. Patterns subsume hiding methods that share the
same core idea. The authors proposed to describe patterns
using the pattern language markup language (PLML), which
provides a structured set of pattern attributes that are usually
described in XML (see [6] for details). A key advantage of
applying PLML is the fact that it allows to build links and
derivations of patterns, which can then be used to form a
taxonomy and to handle aliases since hiding methods appear
under different names in the related literature [5].

The authors of the article on hand suggested the first step
towards a pattern-based taxonomy for the whole domain of
steganography in 2021 [7], which can be considered a pre-
study for this article used to gain feedback from the scientific
community. To this end, a consortium of authors from different
steganography domains was formed. While this new pattern-
based taxonomy provided several advancements and solutions
for problems of the 2015-taxonomy, it also faces several
limitations. Summarized, the key advancements of the 2021-
taxonomy over state-of-the-art are the following [7]:

1) Separating Embedding and Extraction Patterns. The
previous taxonomic attempts contained no differentiation
between the embedding and extraction process of secret
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data. This lack led to inconsistent descriptions of hiding
methods as embedding and extraction patterns can differ.
As the extraction also determines how the covert receiver
sees the data represented, extraction patterns will also
synonymously be called representation patterns in this
article.

2) Domain-overlapping Patterns. The previous 2015-
taxonomy (and its several updates) were solely focus-
ing on network steganography. The new 2021-taxonomy
therefore proposed embedding patterns that can be con-
veniently applied to all domains of steganography.

However, there are several key limitations of that 2021-
taxonomy which we address in this article:

1) Domain-overlapping Patterns Limited to Embedding
Patterns. As mentioned above, the 2021-taxonomy in-
troduced a generic pattern-based taxonomy. However,
this generic approach was limited to embedding patterns.
Extraction patterns were only exemplified for network
steganography, not for other steganography domains. For
this reason, we provide a taxonomy for embedding and
representation patterns. This includes the provision of
representation patterns for steganography sub-domains
beyond network steganography.

2) Strong Domain-focus. The previous incarnations of the
various taxonomies had a strong dedication to specific
steganography domains, such as network steganography,
even in the 2021-taxonomy. This resulted in redundan-
cies, e.g., when character case modification of plaintext
HTTP headers is performed in network steganography
while actually text steganography methods are applied to
network data.
A similar case occurs in CPS steganography, where
sometimes network traffic of a CPS is modified, but
in fact the methods come from network steganography.
We thus propose to make distinctions between the dif-
ferent steganography domains only when necessary but
to unify the taxonomy among these domains. In other
words, domain-specific sub-taxonomies are required to
only contain domain-specific aspects.

3) Lack of a Tutorial and Replication Support. There
exists no guide on how to apply the pattern-based tax-
onomy during research. This is why this paper provides
an accompanying tutorial featuring a unified description
method for scientific papers: while there exists a unified
description method for network steganography, it is not
applicable to other domains of steganography and does
not consider the revised patterns taxonomy. The struc-
tured and unified description of hiding methods allows
their easier assessment, comparability and replicability.

4) Artificial Distinction of Temporal/Non-temporal
Methods. The distinction between temporal and
non-temporal hiding patterns leads to inconsistent
categorizations, e.g., when a hiding method orders the
sequence of TCP packets it would be both, temporal
and non-temporal, at the same time (the timing of the
packet matters but also their stored sequence number).
This imprecise distinction between storage and timing

covert channels evolved many years ago, and we aim to
solve the issue by avoiding this type of categorization
completely, as it would remain problematic. Instead, we
differentiate in our taxonomy by the type of the modified
object (an element or a state/value).

5) Inconsistent Pattern Naming. The 2021-taxonomy in-
troduced a nomenclature for patterns that is not fully
consistent, as sometimes multiple objects are combined
in a pattern’s name (e.g., “Event/Element Interval Mod-
ulation”). This is solved in this article by borrowing the
concept of binomial nomenclature from biology for most
of our patterns.1

6) Inconsistent Terminology. In the 2021-taxonomy several
objects were introduced: intervals, events, elements, fea-
tures and states/values. Elements contain features. While
elements can, for instance, be network packets, text
characters or audio files, features would be, e.g., header
fields and optional headers in network packets or fractions
in audio files. However, these features could consist of
multiple features themselves, which is not consistent.
Thus, these should be considered as elements, too (as
elements can contain other elements). Further, the 2021-
taxonomy proposes that so-called events are sequences
of elements when they appear, such as a text string
that contains multiple characters. However, combined
sequential characters can also be considered as separate
elements with the characteristic that they all appear at
specific locations (behind each other), which is the view
of the paper at hand. Similarly, so-called intervals are
not necessary as they can be considered as the distance
between two elements (either in time or in space). Finally,
some events, such as frame collisions in network packets
can be considered as features (the feature of a frame
collision), which means that events overlap with features
in such cases.
For these reasons, we propose a clarified terminology as
well as a reduced number of relations between the terms.

The article at hand is a strongly revised and extended ver-
sion of the 2021-taxonomy [7]. The particular enhancements
were made during several meetings of the steganography
patterns working group that all authors belong to.

B. Related Surveys

In addition to the discussed pattern-based surveys, multiple
attempts have been made to survey steganography methods
and to work on their terminology.

Several generic works provide fundamental terms and tax-
onomies for information security, such as Avizienis et al.
[8] for dependable and secure computing. Similar approaches
were conducted for unifying the terminology in information
hiding, starting with results from an informal plenary meeting
at the Information Hiding Workshop in 1996 [9] as well
as work by Pfitzmann and Köhntopp who addressed related
terms, such as anonymity and unobservability [10].

1In biology, the name of a species consists of the generic name (genus)
and the specific name, e.g., Canis lupus (gray wolf).
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An early survey was published by Petitcolas et al. [1]. In
their article, the authors cover the whole information hiding
domain, of which steganography, anonymity research, covert
channels and copyright marking were considered separate sub-
disciplines. A more recent coverage of steganography and its
history was published by Zielińska et al. [11].

Network covert channel terminology, hiding methods and
countermeasures have been surveyed by Zander et al. [12],
Zhiyong et al. (based on entropy) [13], Mileva et al. [14]
and Wendzel et al. [5]. The overlapping domain of network
steganography was surveyed by Lubacz et al. [15], where some
fundamental methods were categorized. Terminology and tax-
onomy (as well as patterns) between network covert channels
and network steganography were later unified by Mazurczyk et
al. [2]. Recently, Schmidbauer and Wendzel surveyed indirect
network covert channels [16]. The authors assigned patterns
of the 2021-taxonomy to the particular hiding methods.

Linguistic (text) steganography was also covered by some
surveys, such as by Bennett [17] and Ahvanooey et al. [18].
A bibliographic collection is available through the work of
Bergmair [19].

Digital media steganography was surveyed in several text-
books and articles. Fridrich covers a wide range of terminol-
ogy, hiding methods and countermeasures for digital media
steganography [3]. Li et al. [20] summarize methods used in
image steganography and steganalysis. Johnson and Katzen-
beisser [21] surveyed steganography methods in general.

Countermeasures for steganography methods have been
surveyed by Gianvecchio et al. [22], Li et al. [20], Goher
[23] et al., Mazurczyk et al. [2] and Caviglione [24] —
just to mention a few. Moreover, steganography methods are
also in use to cover censorship circumvention systems. Such
methods were analyzed by Houmansadr et al. [25]. Similarly,
systematic enhancements of steganographic channels through
internal control protocols have been summarized by Wendzel
and Keller [26].

None of the above-mentioned surveys provides a unified
taxonomy for hiding methods that considers all (or a majority
of) the currently separated steganography domains.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING STEGANOGRAPHY DOMAINS

In general, steganographic methods can be utilized either to
enable a covert transfer or covert storage, as well as in a com-
bined manner as depicted in Fig. 2. In both cases, the secret
information is embedded into a cover object, which should
be selected to not represent an anomaly and have a suitable
embedding capacity. Typically, a steganographic application
or method is closely related to the features characterizing the
chosen hidden data carrier. In more detail, for the case of
covert transfer, a covert sender (CS) embeds secret information
in a cover object for a covert receiver (CR), which needs to
extract the secret information from the cover object. Thus, the
CS and CR must agree on the representation of the secret
information in the cover object. Even if many mechanisms for
covert transfer exist, the most popular group of information
hiding solutions exploit network traffic and protocols [27].
Instead, for the case of covert storage, the steganographer is

Application of 
steganography

Covert storage Covert transfer

Hybrid

Digital media & 
CPS steganography

Network 
steganography

Filesystem & text
steganography

Fig. 2. Various applications of steganography.

interested only in storing sensitive data on a local information
carrier (e.g., on a hard drive or in a document containing
text information), in such a way that the data cannot be
spotted by a third party observer unaware of the information
concealment. An example of such a technique is filesystem
steganography where some additional overlay filesystem for
data hiding purposes is created by using features of an
underlay filesystem like the unused space in partially-allocated
blocks [28] or by using image collections as a carrier [29],
[30]. A particularity of filesystem steganography is that besides
creating and reading, also modifying the steganographic data
occurs regularly. Some authors also consider storing any kind
of sensitive data in a filesystem, e.g., in artificially created file
metadata attributes [31], as filesystem steganography.

Finally, for some cover objects, it is possible to perform
covert transfer or covert storage, depending on the required
application (hybrid approach). This is the case, for instance, in
digital media steganography where one can perform a hidden
data exchange by embedding secret data into the content trans-
ferred by services like video or audio streaming, or even if one
sends an e-mail with an image containing secret information.
Alternatively, the steganographer can utilize digital images on
the local disk as a vault to locally store his/her secrets [32].
CPS steganography can be treated as another example of a
hybrid solution [33]. Recently, another new set of methods
emerged that combines the covert transfer (over network covert
channels) and the covert storage (within the caches of network
protocols), which is called a Dead Drop [16], [34].

The remainder of this section highlights how major
steganography domains differ in terms of their cover objects
and embedding strategies.

a) Network Steganography: As hinted, the principal
characteristics of network steganography are already covered
by the existing terminology (see, e.g., [35] and the references
therein). In essence, the main cover objects used in network
steganography are provided by manipulating or injecting in-
formation in some digital artifacts belonging to the network
traffic, e.g., the header or the payload of a Protocol Data
Unit (PDU) as well as in the behavior of flows/conversations
consisting of a coherent sequence of packets. In general,
two main flavors of network steganography exist: i) em-
bedding/representing of secret data within the PDU, and ii)
influencing the timing or the sequence of adjacent/succeeding
packets. Compared to other steganography domains, and with
the rare exception of above-mentioned Dead Drops, the goal
of network steganography is not to store but to transfer the
data [35]. The capacity of a steganographic method targeting
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networks is limited by the traffic type and the length of
a transmission. Typically, this leads to a slower embedding
process compared to digital media steganography [27], [32].
The data is hidden in an ephemeral manner, and the application
of network steganography can increase delays and packet
loss. This can impact on the stealthiness of the resulting
covert transmission due to the reduction of some functionality
provided by the protocol or a degradation of the transmission
quality [35].

b) Digital Media Steganography: The term digital media
steganography (or short: media steganography) addresses the
wide field of digital steganography research and development
focusing on digital media (i.e., media encoded in machine-
readable formats) as cover data for a plausible, secured and
hidden communication. Digital media were initially designed
to address the human audio-visual system (by delivering
information to a screen and/or loudspeaker) and include many
heterogeneous forms such as images, audio data, videos, 3D
models, etc. As with the media themselves, digital media
steganography comes in a wide variety of different types that
can be classified by various categories. In particular, digital
media steganography can focus on the media type(s) (e.g.,
audio steganography), the transmission method (e.g., data as
spatial image or as audio stream vs. audio files) and the basic
strategy concerning the existence and plausibility of a cover
data (such as a data stream to embed into) [21].

Established text books in this field, such as [3], argue that
three basic paradigms for the message embedding can be
applied in media steganography: steganography by modifica-
tion (i.e., changing the content or representation of a media
object to embed the message), steganography by synthesis (i.e.,
synthetically creating a media object containing the message
based on pre-determined source characteristics) and steganog-
raphy by selection (i.e., using a pre-exchanged codebook to
signal the message by selecting unmodified media objects
from a pool). In terms of occurrence, Fridrich points out
that steganography by selection is by far the most published
upon basic paradigm [3]. It is also the one encountered in
most implemented media steganography tools. In case of
steganography by modification, the basic coding strategies of
message insertion (i.e., where to embed in the cover data),
the structure of how to embed the message in the cover data
(usually represented as a signal or coded signal data), as
well as the usage of the steganographic key are important
parameters for a scheme. All of them depend on the choice
of media type to be used as cover objects. Since becoming an
active research field in the 1990s, a great number and variety of
scientific works have been published on media steganography
and steganalysis. The vast majority of these publications (as
well as most of the tools available) have been focusing on
image steganography as the most prominent domain in this
field [20].

It can be stated that any continuous digital media (in the
sense of temporally-changing media content) can be designed
both for covert storage and covert transfer. This obviously
applies mainly to audio and video, which can be streamed
or stored as files. Recently, streaming services received an
increasing degree of interest, as they appear to become the new

main form of media delivery and consumption in entertainment
(see, e.g., [36]).

The capacity of digital media steganography is limited by
the type and size of the digital media. For digital media
steganography, capacity always depends on two other char-
acteristics to be achieved: robustness and imperceptibility
for the detection of the hidden message (also related to
undetectability). Some methods of media steganography can
survive conversion to another format, but a plausible cover
object is always required. The application of digital media
methods might decrease the quality of the cover object (e.g.,
image quality).

c) Text Steganography: This distinct branch of steganog-
raphy is sometimes also referred to as linguistic steganography.
It relies on hiding information in textual messages and textual
documents as cover data, including those in magazines, news-
papers, word processing documents, personal notes, source
code of programs, and music notes — just to mention a few. In
contrast to digital media steganography, it uses manipulation of
some lexical, syntactic or semantic features of the text content,
modification of different features of the text’s elements (e.g.,
characters, paragraphs, sentences, words, lines) or generation
of a new text that simulates some features of the normal
text. Several examples of such methods are presented in
[1] and more recently in [37]. The latter has identified the
following concepts as embedding principles in the literature:
i) word spelling, ii) semantic method, iii) line shifting, iv)
abbreviation, v) word shifting, vi) syntactic method, and vii)
new synonym text. Since at least three of these (i.e., ii, iv, and
vii) can be considered of purely semantic nature, and since in
comparison to digital media steganography, text steganography
also involves printed (non-digital) text, the distinction between
them and the field of digital media steganography seems
reasonable.

Similar to digital media steganography, text steganography
allows the permanent hiding of information, as the texts are not
of ephemeral nature like network traffic. To this end, the vast
majority of proposed concepts can be categorized as covert
storage methods. However, concepts of embedding hidden
information in text streams (e.g., keystrokes or scrolling text)
appear feasible.

The capacity of text-based steganographic methods is
mainly limited by the size and structure (including grammar,
sections and use of white-spacing) of a text. A suitable cover
text is required to make it plausible, as auto-generated texts
might appear synthetic to an observer. Similar to digital media
steganography, text steganography may decrease the quality of
the cover object, even if imperceptible.

d) Other Steganography Domains: Additional domains
of steganography bring different characteristics with them. For
instance, in filesystem steganography, the cover object might
be a file, unused space in a partially allocated block [38],
cluster distribution of an existing file [28], or an inode [39].
In the case of cyber-physical systems (CPS), the focus of
steganography is linked to the definition of the term CPS.
According to a recent analysis by DeFranco and Serpanos,
the definition of a CPS is not unified and overlaps with the
definition of the IoT [4]. We thus consider CPS steganography
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in a broad manner that involves the IoT domain to reflect
the various definitions surveyed by DeFranco and Serpanos.
In CPS steganography, secret information might be embedded
into a sensor value [40], an actuator state [33], unused registers
[33], or into the control logic of a PLC [41]. Hidden data might
even be embedded into the number of cyber-physical events of
some machine. Hildebrandt et al. published the only available
pattern-based classification for CPS steganography [42], built
on top of the existing one for network steganography. Their
taxonomy adds additional categories, namely for firmware
accessible and program accessible patterns.

e) Summary: When we look at the aforementioned
steganography domains, it becomes clear that cover objects ap-
pear to be highly different, involving several different elements
and values/states, not just digital files or network packets. For
this reason, the novel taxonomy must allow for the inclusion
of highly heterogeneous types of cover objects.

In general, a unified theory/taxonomy can be more suitable
for a research domain than multiple domain-specific classifica-
tions/theories, in a similar manner that universal programming
languages can be advantageous over domain-specific program-
ming languages.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the general methodology
applied for the development of the taxonomy in Sect. IV-A,
followed by an explanation of the literature selection method-
ology in Sect. IV-B.

A. General Methodology

In 2020, we set up a consortium consisting of experts from
seven institutions located in four countries. During regular
consortium meetings, the following methodology emerged.
Given the success and the functionality of hiding patterns
in the community, we decided to keep the concept of hiding
patterns for the new taxonomy. It was further agreed that the
consortium will stick to the PLML-based pattern specification
that was already applied by [5]. PLML provides a comparable
and unified systematic for the description and management
of patterns [6] that is also applied in other domains, such
as software engineering. A PLML-based description contains
certain attributes, such as a name for the pattern, aliases, an
illustration, code snippets, evidence in the form of references,
example cases, and links to related patterns [6] — just to
mention a few. A PLML-based specification also allows ex-
ploiting existing methodology, such as the unified description
method for hiding methods [43] and the existing framework
for determining whether some hiding method represents a
new pattern, or not [44]. Furthermore, PLML enables easy
indexing, extensibility and linkage of patterns to keep the
provided taxonomy up-to-date on the long run. By allowing the
inclusion of aliases in PLML-based specifications, different
terminology can be unified in a common term as well, limiting
the chance for so-called scientific re-inventions [44].

Purpose and Requirements of the Taxonomy: The main
purpose of this work is to provide a taxonomy that unifies the
terminology for hiding methods in all domains of steganog-
raphy and allows the unified description of embedding and
extraction processes.

Based on this purpose and the limitations of the existing
taxonomy (Sect. II), we identified the following requirements
for the new taxonomy:

1) The new taxonomy should be applicable to all domains
of steganography and thus needs to be generic.

2) While being generic, it should still allow the domain-
specific description of hiding methods, e.g., methods that
can only be applied to cyber-physical systems should be
categorizable with the taxonomy.

3) Embedding and extraction (representation) process should
be described separately to cover hybrid and indirect
hiding methods.

4) Patterns should be applicable when new hiding methods
are described or presented; the description should be
unified and comparable.

5) The taxonomy should be easy to apply in scientific
publications that describe new hiding methods in detail
so that it is also attractive for scientists. The description
should aid reproducibility.

6) The taxonomy should be extensible.
How these Requirements are Addressed: Requirements

(1) and (2) are addressed by defining generic patterns in
an abstract manner, while it is feasible to derive domain-
specific patterns from these generic patterns. The domain
specific patterns contain additional domain know-how and
details. Further, by providing a unified description method for
new hiding methods on the basis of our taxonomy, detailed
characteristics of a hiding method (bandwidth, robustness,
application scenario etc.) can be communicated, see Fig. 3.

Domain-specific
Taxonomy

(subsume a hiding method
in a particular domain)

Unified Description
Method

(describe details of a hiding method
in a publication using patterns

and a unified structure
to aid replicability and

comparability of research)

Generic Taxonomy

(clarify the general idea
behind a hiding method)

Fig. 3. Description detail using generic and domain-specific patterns as well
as the unified description method

Requirement (3) is addressed by defining embedding pat-
terns and deriving representation (extraction) patterns from the
existing embedding patterns. In case a representation pattern
cannot be derived from an embedding pattern, it can also be
described from scratch. Deriving representation from embed-
ding patterns however minimizes the chances for asynchronous
descriptions of embedding and representation patterns. It fur-
ther minimizes redundancies in descriptions. The unified de-
scription of patterns (Requirement (4)) is achieved by applying
the PLML structure, as already done in earlier works [5].
PLML also enables the inclusion of future patterns. Further,
the description of additional hiding method characteristics in
a structured manner is achieved by our unified description
method (Fig. 3) that is accompanied by a tutorial in Sect. V
and aids replicability (Requirements (5) and (6)).
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B. Methodology for Literature Selection

The literature selection followed general principles for
finding related work. First, common literature databases for
computer science (DBLP, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore,
Springerlink etc.) as well as Google Scholar were searched
with the following keywords: steganography, steganographic,
and covert channel, without limiting our search for a specific
range of years. Whenever novel ideas not covered by earlier
work were discovered, we added them to our references.
However, when newer publications did not present hiding
methods whose concepts differ from previous ones (e.g., when
the encoding of a channel was improved or a combination of
multiple already known ideas were combined), we excluded
these from this article as they would cause redundancy in our
generic taxonomy.

Furthermore, the consortium members added peer-reviewed
published research papers from their local repositories, that
emerged over the last decade(s) of active research in this
domain. The literature found was screened and, if relevant,
references in and citations of those articles were checked again
for further relevant literature.

Each hiding method of every published paper found was
classified with the taxonomy of Sect. V. For research results
that did not fit into the taxonomy, the consortium discussed
necessary adaptions and/or extensions of the taxonomy, until
a stable situation was reached. The taxonomy was thus opti-
mized in an iterative process.

V. A GENERIC TAXONOMY FOR STEGANOGRAPHY

This section presents our taxonomy for hiding patterns in
a way that incorporates the characteristics of the discussed
steganography domains. We first introduce the key concept of
embedding and representation patterns in Sect. V-A, followed
by a coverage of applied naming conventions in Sect. V-B
and a glossary for the used terms in Sect. V-C. The generic
taxonomy for steganography embedding patterns is presented
in Sect. V-D. To finalize the generic taxonomy, we discuss
design rules, including hybrid patterns, in Sect. V-E, and
representation patterns in Sect. V-F.

A. Introduction

The central aspect of our taxonomy is to split all patterns
into two categories:

1) Embedding Patterns describe how secret information is
embedded into a cover object, such as an image file or a
network packet.

2) Representation Patterns describe how the secret infor-
mation is represented in a cover object, which is the
essential knowledge for the receiver to extract the secret
information from the cover object.

It must be noted that when secret data is embedded via the
pattern A, it is not necessarily represented by the same pattern,
but it can be. Two examples illustrate this statement:

1) Embedding Pattern = Representation Pattern: CS sends
an IP packet to CR in which it manipulates the least
significant bit(s) (LSB) of the Time to Live (TTL) field.

CR reads the very same value. Thus, the embedding uses
the so-called State/Value Modulation pattern while the
hidden information is also represented by this pattern.

2) Embedding Pattern ≠ Representation Pattern: An ex-
ample for a covert channel where the embedding and
representation patterns differ is the virtual machine (VM)
migration channel proposed by Spiekermann et al. [45],
where the CS relocates a VM (e.g., from Europe to
Australia, using commands sent through the State/Value
Modulation pattern) and the CR observes the round
trip time to the particular VM, i.e., the CR measures
the temporal location (i.e., position) of network packets
(Element Positioning pattern).

B. Naming Conventions

Hiding patterns are identified by a number (really an iden-
tifier as alpha-numeric symbols are used, cf. Sect. V-B1) and
a name (Sect. V-B2).

1) Enumeration of Patterns: The enumeration of patterns
follows the convention {E,R}i[D], where the regular expres-
sion {A,B,C} means that one of the values A, B, or C must
be selected and the regular expression [D] indicates that D is
an optional parameter.

The first parameter {E,R} must be an upper-case E if the
pattern is an embedding and an upper-case R if the pattern is
a representation pattern.

The parameter i is a natural number to enumerate a pat-
tern (so-called tier-1 pattern). Embedding patterns follow the
enumeration convention Ei (embedding; number 𝑖). A single
natural number 𝑖 here refers to the highest level (tier 1) of
a pattern hierarchy, whereas sub-patterns add an additional
number preceded by a dot, e.g., Ei.j (the 𝑗-th sub-pattern of
the embedding pattern E𝑖). Additional hierarchy layers can
be represented accordingly, such as Ei.j.k or even Ei.j.k.l,
if necessary. Pattern numbers are assigned in an incremental
manner so that future patterns can be assigned a new number
easily.

Patterns can be domain-specific, e.g., a pattern could only
be defined for the domain of text steganography. Therefore, the
optional parameter D is used, where [D]=[{n,d,t,c,f,o}x], with
n (network steganography), d (digital media steganography),
t (text steganography), c (cyber-physical steganography), f
(filesystem steganography), and o (other domain of steganog-
raphy). x is a domain-specific pattern number that starts with
1 for the first pattern and is incremented for succeeding
sub-patterns at the same hierarchy level. For instance, the
representation pattern R1t1 tells us that it is a representation
pattern with the number 1 and in particular it is the first text-
steganography sub-pattern of R1.

In special cases, x can contain additional hierarchy levels.
Thus, the pattern E2t1.1 tells us that the pattern is a sub-pattern
of the text steganography domain pattern E2t1, which is the
text steganography version of the pattern E2. While not being
applied in the current version, one could also derive domain-
specific sub-patterns of generic sub-patterns, e.g., E2.2t1.1.

2) Naming of Patterns: The naming of patterns follows a
clear structure and contains the following three components:
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• its number as already described in Sect. V-B1, followed
by a dot;

• the modifiable object that is altered for the steganographic
data (an Element or State/Value);

• the action to be performed on the object (e.g., a Modu-
lation or a Positioning).

The full pattern name separates all three components by
spaces, e.g., E1. State/Value Modulation, i.e., the pattern
is an embedding pattern with the number 1, and it encodes
hidden information by influencing the state or value of some
element. Sect. V-C provides a list of objects and actions. When
necessary, additional objects and actions might be defined in
the future after careful consideration of side-effects.

For all tier-1 patterns, the combination of modifiable ob-
ject and action must be binomial (i.e., containing only two
words). For sub-patterns, binomial names can be extended by
additional terms (this is also the case in biology, e.g., Canis
lupus familiaris, i.e., the domestic dog). While in biology the
additional term would be put at the end of the name, for the
sake of clarity we decided to put it in front of the modifiable
object, e.g., “Random” for “Random State/Value Modulation”.

The first letter of each word of a pattern name shall be
written with an upper-case letter in texts (e.g., “E2. State/Value
Modulation” instead of “e20. state/value modulation”) to indi-
cate that the term refers to a pattern. In this paper, all patterns
of the novel taxonomy are written in bold font, while historic
patterns are not.

C. Glossary

Even if the creation of an exhaustive, non-ambiguous vo-
cabulary for steganographic applications is outside the scope
of this work, reducing possible confusions or overloading of
terms is fundamental to not void the efficiency and expres-
siveness of the taxonomy. Specifically, the term modifiable
object we define as the general object type that will be used
to contain or represent the secret information. The process
of hiding data within the cover depends on the mechanism
or pattern used. In the following, we refer to such a process
as embedding, injecting or hiding. Because of the focus on
objects, our taxonomy can be considered object-oriented; it
describes the steganographic operation performed on objects
using actions.

In general, patterns can be used to describe the process of
hiding information for storage purposes as well as for secretly
moving data among two endpoints. To avoid burdening the
text, when the “transmissional” nature of the embedding
process is not obvious, we will explicitly identify the covert
sender and receiving side as to emphasize the origin and the
destination of the steganographic communication.

For the specific case of defining the taxonomy as well
as to describe patterns, the following formal definitions have
been introduced. Please note that in comparison to previous
attempts (Fig. 4, left side), we heavily simplified our terms
and their relations due to the inconsistent pattern namings and
terminology aspects already mentioned in Sect. II.

1) Modifiable Objects (see Fig. 4, right side, and Tab. I for
examples):

• An Element represents the object to be created, mod-
ified or deployed for steganographic data hiding. El-
ements can occur alone or in a sequence, e.g., i) a
network packet; ii) a word/character of a text; iii) a
pixel of an image; iv) a CPS command, e.g., a BACnet
Read Property command or Who-Is message, a CPS
sensor, a CPS sensor’s polling rate, packet sending rate
of a flow; v) a single file, folder or inode.
Sub-elements: Elements can contain further elements,
which can be considered their sub-elements (see Fig. 5
for an illustration). Sub-elements are equal to elements
— the term sub-element just states that some element
belongs to a higher-level parent element. Sub-elements
can be stored in their parent element or can be a
property of that parent element. For instance, an IPv4
network packet can contain option headers which can
all be considered elements. Each IPv4 packet and each
of its option headers has header fields, which are also
elements. Further, each IPv4 packet has a header size, a
time at which it occurs, etc., and so does each header
field. These properties are also considered elements,
although they are virtual, i.e., not explicitly stored in
some memory location. Another example could be a
CPS sensor as an element that contains several sub-
elements, such as a temperature attribute.

• The State or Value of an element is the actual state
or value that an element currently has, i.e., not the
property itself, e.g., not the size attribute of a network
packet but the actual size value. Examples: i) the value
of a TCP header field (the TCP header element’s actual
bit-value) or the IPv4 IHL value; ii) the name of a
character’s font iii) the x-, y- or z-coordinate of a player
in a 3D game; iv) an actual setpoint of a CPS device;
v) the size value of a single file.

2) Actions (see Tab. I for examples):
• The Modulation of an element’s state/value is the

selection of one particular state/value out of multiple
possible states/values. For instance, if the element is the
IPv4 TTL field, its value would have a range between
0 and 255, and modulation would select one of the
possible values to embed a secret inside the TTL.
Similarly, the state of an element that is a CPS window
actuator could switch between open and closed.
General modulation can be applied to various types
of states/values, including such that represent re-
served/unused or random values. These special cases
are represented as sub-patterns in Fig. 6.

• Occurrence is a predominant special case of mod-
ulation that appears several times in steganography
research and was thus separated from the general
modulation above. Occurrence refers to the modulation
of the temporal or spatial location: an element, such as
an IP packet, can have a sub-element (here in the sense
of a property) that describes the time or location of
appearance. This appearance element’s value is then
modified. For instance, an IP packet occurs at some
point in time and a character of text occurs at some
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Events

Element

Feature

State/Value

composed of one or
          multiple elements

contains one or multiple
            properties (‘features’)

has a state/value

Intervals

composed of one or
          multiple events

has a state/value

Element

State/Value

optionally composed 
of one or multiple
sub-elements

has a state/value

a) relations between previous terms                                                  b) consistent and simplified terms and relations

Key Modifications:

● Intervals between two elements can be 
expressed through two element’s positions.

● Events can be expressed through elements 
that occur at some point in time or at some 
location in space. 

● Features are sub-elements, which are 
considered elements again.

Fig. 4. Relations and terms have been simplified between the 2021-taxonomy (a) and the novel taxonomy (b).

TABLE I
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN THE TYPES OF objects USED IN THIS PAPER.

Domain Element Examples State/Value Examples
network steganography network packet (e.g., IP packet); header field (e.g.,

TCP seq. no.); packet size property; time of occur-
rence property of a packet

actual packet size in bytes; actual TCP se-
quence number; time of sending/arrival

text steganography a text; a paragraph; a character; line spacing; font of
a character; size of a character; text length

actual color value; actual font name; actual
length of text

digital media steganography pixel of an image; PNG file header attributes; color
attribute of a pixel; image size property

actual color value; actual image size value

cyber-physical systems
steganography

a sensor; an actuator; control command (e.g., BACnet
ReadProperty); temperature value of a sensor; status
of an actuator

actual state of an actuator (open/closed);
actual temperature value of a sensor

filesystem steganography file; inode; file creation/deletion timestamp attributes;
file size attribute; file header attribute; inode attribute
(e.g., inode number field)

file’s actual status (e.g., existent/deleted);
actual inode number’s value

location in a text document.
There are two specific variants of Occurrence:
a) Enumeration means that the overall number of

occurrences of elements is altered. Enumeration
is usually used for a higher-level element (e.g.,
a network flow) containing lower-level elements
(e.g., network packets), e.g., the number of lower-
level elements is considered an element (again
in the sense of a property) of the higher-level
element. For instance, one could have a network
flow that contains either 10 or 20 IPv4 packets or
a text document that contains 100 or 101 letters to
represent a secret information.

b) Positioning selects the temporal/spatial position of
one element (optionally in a sequence of elements).
Again, the position of an element is an element
(property) by itself. For instance, a particular TCP
segment could be positioned at some location in a
flow to embed a secret.

D. Generic Taxonomy Patterns

Our novel taxonomy of hiding patterns contains two major
branches (see Fig. 6): patterns that describe how information
is embedded in a cover object and patterns that describe how
embedded secret data is represented through it. Whenever
possible, i.e., as long as there is a matching embedding pattern,
the representation patterns are derived from the embedding
patterns and are not re-defined explicitly.

We define the following embedding patterns:

• E1. State/Value Modulation: The covert message is
embedded by modulating the state or value of an element.
Examples: i) modulating physical states, such as proxim-
ity, visibility, force, height, acceleration, speed, etc. of
certain devices; ii) changing the values of the network
packet header fields; iii) modulating the view angles of a
player in a 3D multiplayer online game [46]. Pattern E1
contains five sub-patterns that represent special variants
of it:
– E1.1. Reserved/Unused State/Value Modulation:

The covert message is embedded by modulating re-
served/unused states/values of elements.
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...
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Fig. 5. Exemplified illustration of elements and sub-elements for a network flow. The element ‘flow’ contains several sub-elements, including some packets.
Each of these packet elements contains further sub-elements, of which the illustrated ‘options’ can be one, containing further sub-elements, and so forth.
Note: Yellow elements are virtual elements, while light-red elements reflect those actually stored inside a parent element.

Examples: i) overwriting a network packet’s reserved
bits; ii) modulation of unused registers in embedded
CPS equipment [33].

– E1.2. Random State/Value Modulation: A (pseudo-)
random value or state is replaced with a secret message
(that is also following a pseudo-random appearance).
Examples: i) replacing the pseudo-random content of a
network header field with encrypted covert content; ii)
encoding a secret message in the randomized selection
of a starting player’s character type in an online game.

– E1.3. LSB State/Value Modulation: The least signif-
icant bits of elements are modulated.
Examples: i) modulation of the LSBs in TTL fields of
network packets; ii) LSB modulation in pixels within
digital images.

– E1.4. Character State/Value Modulation: The fea-
tures of characters in elements are modulated.
Examples: i) modification of a characters’ case in a
network packet; ii) perturbation of characters’ glyph in
FontCode [47]; iii) modulation of a characters’ color
[48] or scale [49].

– E1.5. Redundancy State/Value Modulation: The re-
dundancy of an element’s content is modulated (this
is usually applied by a succeeding pattern that fills
the gained space with covert data), e.g., by means of
compression.

Examples: i) transcoding a payload field; ii) compress-
ing the content of a digital file.

• E2. Element Occurrence: The covert message is en-
coded in the spatial or temporal location of elements,
which can also, e.g., influence the rate or overall number
of elements appearing in a flow (succeeding messages
occur shortly or long after previous ones).
Examples: i) sending a specific network packet at 6pm;
ii) influencing the time at which a drone starts its journey
to some destination (or its arrival time); iii) letting a
sentence appear at some location on a white page; iv)
creating a video file with either 𝑛 or 𝑚 (𝑛 ≠ 𝑚) frames.
Pattern E2 has two sub-patterns, which are special forms
of element occurrences:
– E2.1. Element Enumeration: An attribute describing

the quantity of sub-elements is modulated. This pat-
tern is also applied when the size of an element is
increased by adding more sub-elements to an element
(e.g., adding more payload characters or additional
header components to a network packet or by adding
additional characters to a text).
Examples: i) fragmenting a network packet into either
𝑛 or 𝑚 (𝑛 ≠ 𝑚) fragments; ii) repeating selected charac-
ters or paragraphs in texts; iii) letting network packets
occur multiple times; iv) Encoding secret information
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Embedding
Hiding

Patterns

E1. State/Value Modulation
(selects one particular state or value out of multiple possible)

E1.1. Reserved/Unused State/Value Modulation
(modulates a state or value that is reserved or unused)

Representation Hiding Patterns
(Derived from Embedding Patterns)

Hiding
Patterns

E1.2. Random State/Value Modulation
(modulates a state or value that is (pseudo-)randomized)

E2. Element Occurrence
(modulates a value describing when/where an element occurs)

E2.2. Element Positioning
(modulates an element that describes a positional value (where an element occurs))

E2.1. Element Enumeration
(modulates an element that describes the quantity of sub-elements that occur)

E1.4. Character State/Value Modulation
(modulates the cases of textual characters)

E1.3. LSB State/Value Modulation
(modulates the least significant bits of an element)

E1.5. Redundancy State/Value Modulation
(modulates the redundancy of an element, e.g., via transcoding)

Fig. 6. The generic taxonomy’s core component: embedding hiding patterns.

through the number of IPv6 extension headers or IPv4
option headers.

– E2.2. Element Positioning: The covert message is
embedded by inserting or changing the temporal/spatial
position of an element (this temporal/spatial posi-
tion might be described through a virtual element,
cf. Fig. 5).
Examples: i) a packet sent at some certain point in time
in a flow (temporal positioning); ii) a series of packets
being sent to influence the inter-packet gap between
these packets (every element is positioned separately);
iii) a character of text placed at some particular location
(spatial positioning).

E. Design Rules

Rule of Explicit Operations (Non-hybrid Patterns Rule):
The operations performed by a hiding method must be stated
explicitly, i.e., they must not be omitted to simplify the
categorization through patterns.

Earlier research work considered several hiding methods as
single patterns that can actually demand hybrid methods to be
applied. One example is the Size Modulation pattern originally
defined in [5]. To increase the size of a network packet, one
needs to describe it with two patterns: First, the actual size
of the packet must be increased, which is usually achieved by
adding more header elements (e.g., to an IPv4 header) using
pattern E2.1. Element Enumeration. Secondly, at least for
the case of IPv4, the actual value of the IHL field must be
also adjusted using the State/Value Modulation pattern. This
pattern can thus be considered as a hybrid pattern when the
size value must be adjusted. However, this usually depends on
the implementation of a CS since sometimes, the CS process
does not necessarily set the IHL field (as this is done by the
operating system kernel instead and thus not explicitly part of
the CS). In such cases, the pattern could be considered as a

non-hybrid pattern. In other words, the differentiation between
a hybrid and a non-hybrid pattern depends on the actual actions
performed by the CS.

Similar cases are possible for other scenarios. For instance,
when the order of TCP segments in a flow is jumbled to signal
a secret message: each packet (element) is positioned (E2.2.
Element Positioning) but it must also contain the related
header information, especially the relevant sequence number
(E1. State/Value Modulation).

Finally, the connection resets, reconnects, and disconnects
are hybrid events. They require certain header bits or com-
mands to be set (pattern E1. State/Value Modulation) while
they also require a timing (element positioning in the temporal
sense, i.e., pattern E2.2 Element Positioning).

Rule of Minimized Abstraction: In general, the lowest
level of abstraction should be applied to keep patterns unified
and the complexity low. This means that virtual properties, i.e.,
sub-elements that are not contained in an element but solely
describe it (such as a number of packets of a flow or the
length of a text) should not be used if they can be described
with elements that are actually present (e.g., enumeration of
packets or characters as described by pattern E2.1. Element
Enumeration).

For instance, when we consider a network connection’s
disconnect, we can view it from the high-level perspective
of a connection or flow, or from a lower-level perspective
of separated packets. According to this rule, a flow’s sub-
element connection-state={established,disconnected} should
be discarded in favor of a low-level view. Instead, the above-
mentioned view (applying patterns E1. State/Value Modula-
tion, e.g., to set a RST flag in a TCP segment, and E2.2.
Element Positioning, to send such a TCP segment at the
desired moment) should be applied.

Rule of Mandatory Occurrence of Elements: In most
cases, elements, such as network packets or text characters,
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need to occur to perform steganographic actions. If the occur-
rence is not of key relevance for the steganographic embedding
method (e.g., a E1.2. Random State/Value Modulation), we
follow the modus operandi of previous work which omits
to mention an element occurrence pattern (i.e., pattern E1.2.
Random State/Value Modulation is not a hybrid pattern as
that would otherwise also require E2. Element Occurrence
(or one of its sub-patterns)) for the sake of simplicity and
since it would otherwise render every pattern a hybrid pattern.
This rule represents the only exception from rule one (Rule of
Explicit Operations).

Rule of Derivation: To ensure a consistency of the core
taxonomy with all its sub-taxonomies, whenever possible,
patterns should be derived from the core taxonomy instead
of being defined from scratch. If a derivation from a core
taxonomy’s pattern is not feasible but another sub-taxonomy
(or the currently used sub-taxonomy) provides a pattern from
which can be derived from, it must be derived from the
particular pattern. The derivation should be noted in a pattern’s
name (as shown by the sub-taxonomies of Sect. VI). Only if
no such derivation is feasible, a new pattern shall be created.

Rule of Selecting a High-level Pattern when in Doubt:
Sometimes, it might be unclear whether some hiding method
should be categorized by some pattern 𝑋 or its sub-pattern
𝑋.𝑦. When unsure, the higher-level pattern 𝑋 should be
selected as it covers a broader view. This rule limits cate-
gorization errors.

F. Representation Patterns

As mentioned in Sect. V-B, representation patterns are
derived from embedding patterns and start with the upper-case
letter “R”. To this end, the description of embedding patterns
is slightly adjusted to reflect the representation of embedded
data. We exemplify this approach using the embedding pattern
E1. State/Value Modulation, which was defined as follows
in the previous section:

The covert message is embedded by modulating the
state or value of an element. [. . .]

The representation pattern would be R1. State/Value Mod-
ulation. Pattern E1’s description is modified so that it reflects
how the secret information is presented after the embedding
pattern E1. State/Value Modulation has been applied:

The covert message is recognized by observing
modifications of the state or value of an element.
[. . .]

It follows that the embedding pattern’s examples can also
be flipped based on the existing ones (modifications of the
original examples are shown in italic font): i) recognizing
physical states, such as proximity, visibility, force, height,
acceleration, speed, etc. of certain devices; ii) recognizing
the values of the network packet header fields (e.g., target IP
address of ARP [50], Hop Count value in IPv6 [51] or the LSB
in the IPv4 TTL); iii) recognizing the x-, y-, or z-coordinates
of a player in a 3D multiplayer online game [46];

We omit further examples to prevent overloading the article,
but as can be seen, the derivation of the representation from
embedding patterns can be considered as simple.

VI. SUB-TAXONOMIES FOR DOMAIN-SPECIFIC PATTERNS

In this section, we focus on sub-taxonomies. These are
derived from the generic taxonomy. Sub-taxonomies describe
patterns more precisely than patterns of the generic taxonomy
as they can add details that are specific to a particular domain.
We first present the sub-taxonomy for the domain of network
steganography in Sect. VI-A, followed by text steganography
in Sect. VI-B, digital media steganography in Sect. VI-C, CPS
steganography in Sect. VI-D, and filesystem steganography in
Sect. VI-E.

According to the naming convention in Sect. V-B, the
pattern identifiers of the sub-taxonomies must end with a
lower-case indicator for the particular domain, such as “n” for
network steganography or “d” for digital media steganography.

The hierarchy level where sub-taxonomy patterns are added
is reflected by their enumeration. For instance, a pattern with
the identifier E1n1 would be the first network-steganography
sub-pattern of the core pattern E1. State/Value Modulation
while E1.2d3 would be the third digital-media steganography
sub-pattern of the core pattern E1.2. Random State/Value
Modulation.

A. Network Steganography Sub-Taxonomy

For network steganography, there already exists a taxonomy
of hiding patterns [5] that was enhanced over the years by
several papers [2], [52]–[55]. In the remainder, we categorize
all existing methods described by these earlier patterns into
our taxonomy and derive domain-specific patterns as needed.

First of all, we surveyed all existing hiding patterns from
network steganography. Tab. II shows timing patterns, Tab. III
storage patterns that focus on non-payload (i.e., headers and
padding fields), and Tab. IV storage patterns that focus on
payload.

As shown by the three tables, not all of the existing hiding
patterns are actually representing hiding methods that can be
considered whole patterns: some are highly specialist hiding
methods that are no patterns due to the comments given in the
tables. Moreover, some patterns must be considered as hybrid
patterns as they incorporate more than one core pattern’s
functionality. However, several of the original patterns remain
indeed as full patterns in our new taxonomy, including several
overlaps, i.e., multiple patterns are special cases of the same
core patterns. For instance, the core pattern E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning describes the original timing patterns PT1 and PT3
as well as the original storage patterns PS2 and PS2.a because
all these patterns combine the positioning of elements, but
from different angles (be it packets or elements within packets,
such as header fields). In case of PT1. Inter-packet Times,
the time at which packets are sent is adjusted (an element
positioning) and the time between packets is used to represent
a secret symbol. In the case of PT3. Rate/Throughput, the time
of succeeding packets is adjusted to encode a hidden symbol
through the number of packets that are sent per unit of time
(each element is positioned independently, though). PS2 and
PS2.a position elements within a packet. In all four cases, the
covert sender essentially performs the same action: adjusting
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TABLE II
INTEGRATION OF THE ORIGINAL NETWORK STEGANOGRAPHY TIMING PATTERNS INTO THE NEW TAXONOMY.

Pattern of Existing
Taxonomy

Ref. Short Description Generic Emb. Pat-
tern (New Taxon-
omy)

Type Sub-taxonomy
Pattern (New
Taxonomy)

Comments

PT1. Inter-packet
Times (former:
Inter-arrival Times)

[2],
[5]

The CS alters the timing inter-
vals between network PDUs
(inter-packet times) to encode
hidden data.

E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning

Pattern E2.2n1. Network
Element
Positioning

An inter-packet time is represented by two
packet (element) occurrences in time, one
timestamp can then be subtracted from the
other (or both could be added/multiplied
to encode a secret symbol). Instead of
adjusting an inter-packet time, each ele-
ment is placed separately at the time of
embedding.

PT2. Message Se-
quence Timing

[2] The CS encodes secret sym-
bols through the timing of
message sequences.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration

Pattern E2n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

The number of occurrences of elements
are altered to embed a secret symbol (usu-
ally followed by some reaction).

PT3. Rate/Through-
put

[5] The CS alters the data rate of
traffic.

E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning

Pattern E2.2n1. Network
Element
Positioning

Elements (packets) are positioned either
quickly behind each other, or not. As in
the case of PT1, each element (packet) is
placed separately.

PT10. Artificial
Loss

[2] The CS signals secret symbols
through artificial loss of trans-
mitted PDUs.

E2. Element Oc-
currence

Pattern E2n1. Network El-
ement Occurrence

Which message is lost depends on which
message is not lost, i.e., which elements
occur.

PT11. Message
Ordering (former:
PDU Order/
Manipulated
Message Ordering)

[2],
[5],
[52]

The CS encodes data using a
synthetic PDU order.

E2.2 Element Po-
sitioning (& E1.
State/Value Modu-
lation)

Pattern /
Hybrid
Pattern

- The PDUs are located at specific
points in time, however, their
sequence/identification numbers must
also be modulated in some cases (when
emitted by a CS, instead of being delayed
by a CS-router).

PT12. Retransmis-
sion

[5] The CS re-transmits previ-
ously sent or received PDUs.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration

Pattern E2.1n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

An element (packet) occurs multiple
times.

PT13. Frame Colli-
sions (former: PDU
Corruption/Loss)

[2],
[5]

The CS causes artificial frame
collisions to embed secret
symbols by letting two pack-
ets occur closely behind each
other.

E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning

Hybrid
Pattern

E2.1n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

Two elements (packets) are positioned
within the same time slot, thus, causing
a collision.

PT14. Temperature [2] The CS influences a third-
party node’s clock skew, e.g.,
using burst traffic.

- Specific
indirect
and
hybrid
hiding
method;
not a
pattern.

- PT14 contains aspects of an embedding
and of a representation pattern. It further
mixes two domains: network steganogra-
phy with CPS steganography (CPU tem-
perature).

PT15. Artificial Re-
connections

[54] The CS employs artificial
(forced) reconnections to
transfer secret messages.

E1. State/Value
Modulation &
E2.2 Element
Positioning

Specific
indirect
and
hybrid
hiding
method,
not a
pattern

- Reconnects (and disconnects) are hybrid
events. They require certain header bits
(e.g., FIN in TCP) or commands to be
set (E1. State/Value Modulation) while
they also require a timing (element posi-
tioning in the temporal sense, i.e., pattern
E2.2 Element Positioning) as the time
of reconnection is used to encode a se-
cret message together with a sender’s ad-
dress. Moreover, this behavior represents
an indirect covert channel as a sender
influences the reconnections of third-party
nodes observed by the CR.

PT16. Artificial Re-
sets

[55] The CS causes a connec-
tion reset of third-party nodes,
whose connection states are
observed by one or more CRs.

E1. State/Value
Modulation &
E2.2 Element
Positioning

Same as
PT15

- See PT15, above. Resets are comparable
to reconnections.

the temporal/spatial location of elements. The only difference
is the element is either a whole packet or a header field.

However, our intention is not to generalize while losing
descriptive detail. To cover all special variants of new patterns
that combine the ideas of multiple original patterns, the
following pattern descriptions cover all related aspects in their
description:

• E1n1. Network State/Value Modulation: The covert
message is embedded by modulating the state or value
of a network element, such as a frame, packet, header
element, payload field etc.
Original network steganography patterns: PS11. Value
Modulation (including all sub-patterns) and PS31. User-

data Value Modulation, and partially: PT11. Message
Ordering (only the aspect of modulating sequence num-
bers) and PT15. Artificial Reconnections/PT16. Artificial
Resets (in both cases, some header fields, such as RST
flags, must be modulated). Additionally: multiple patterns
to cover E1n1’s sub-patterns (see particular descriptions
below).
Examples: i) changing values of the network packet
header fields (e.g., target IP address of ARP [50], ii) Hop
Count value in IPv6 [51] or iii) the LSB in the IPv4 TTL).
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of state/value modulations:
– E1.1n1. Network Reserved/Unused State/Value
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TABLE III
INTEGRATION OF THE ORIGINAL NETWORK STEGANOGRAPHY STORAGE PATTERNS FOR NON-PAYLOAD (HEADERS AND PADDING) INTO THE NEW

TAXONOMY.

Pattern of Existing
Taxonomy

Ref. Short Description Generic Emb. Pat-
tern (New Taxon-
omy)

Type Sub-taxonomy
Pattern (New
Taxonomy)

Comments

PS1. Size Modulation [5] The CS uses the size of a
header element or a PDU to
encode a hidden message.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration

Pattern E2n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

A packet’s size is increased by adding
more sub-elements (e.g., header fields or
payload components) to a packet.

PS2. Sequence [5] The CS alters the sequence of
header/PDU elements to en-
code hidden information.

E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning

Pattern E2.2n1 Network
Element
Positioning

The position of elements is modified as
covered by E2.2.

PS2.a. Position [5] The CS alters the position of
a given (single) header/PDU
element to encode hidden in-
formation.

E2.2. Element Po-
sitioning

Pattern E2.2n1 Network
Element
Positioning

Special case of PS2, but limited to one
element.

PS2.b. Number of El-
ements

[5] The CS encodes the hidden
information by the number of
header/PDU elements trans-
ferred.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration

Pattern E2n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

The number of an element’s sub-
elements is modified as covered by
E2.1.

PS3. Add
Redundancy

[5] The CS creates a new space
within a given header element
or within a PDU to hide data
into.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration
& E1.1.
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Hybrid
Pattern

- First, additional sub-elements (packet
elements) must be created (E2.1), after-
wards, these new (but unused) elements
are filled with secret data (E1.1).

PS10. Random Value [5] The CS embeds hidden data in
a header element containing a
(pseudo) random value.

E1.2. Random
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1.2n1. Network
Random
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern matches definition of E1.2, but
is limited to the network scenario.

PS11. Value Modula-
tion

[5] The CS selects one of the 𝑛

values that a header element
can contain to encode a hid-
den message.

E1. State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1n1. Network
State/Value
Modulation

General modulation of an element’s
value, thus E1.

PS11.a. Case Modula-
tion

[5] The CS uses case-
modification of letters in
header elements to encode
hidden data.

E1.4. Character
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1.4n1. Character
Network
State/Value
Modulation

Letter case modulation matches E1.4.

PS11.b. LSB Modula-
tion

[5] The CS uses the LSB of
header elements to encode the
hidden data.

E1.3. LSB
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1.3n1. Network
LSB State/Value
Modulation

An element value’s LSB are modulated,
thus special case of E1.3.

PS11.c. Value Influ-
encing

[53] The CS (directly or indirectly)
influences some (out of 𝑛

possible) values in a way
that a covert channel receiver
can determine the value. The
value is not directly writ-
ten, but influenced by altering
another value or surrounding
networking conditions.

depends on the im-
plementation (tem-
poral and spatial ac-
tions necessary)

Not a
pattern

- Indirect hiding method that combines
embedding and representation methods
in its description.

PS12. Reserved/ Un-
used

[5] The CS encodes hidden data
into a reserved or unused
header/PDU element.

E1.1 Re-
served/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1.1n1. Network
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Matches description of E1.1.

Modulation: The covert message is embedded by
modulating reserved/unused states/values of network
elements.
Original network steganography patterns: PS12. Re-
served/Unused and, parts of PS3. Redundancy (see
Tab. III), parts of PS30. Modify Redundancy (see
Tab. IV), as well as parts of PS31. User-data Value
Modulation and Reserved/Unused (also Tab. IV).
Examples: i) ten examples for the original Re-
served/Unused pattern are surveyed in [5], showing
that unused/reserved fields in IEEE 802.3 and 802.5
[56]–[58], IPv4 [56], IP-IP, IPv6 [51], TCP [56], [59],
ICMP [60], [61], BACnet [62], DHCP [63], and IPSec
[59] can be exploited by overwriting certain header
fields, such as the IP Identifier. Moreover, additional
and recent works have shown that more protocols are
vulnerable due to their unused/reserved fields, such as
ii) MQTT [53] and iii) SIP [64].

– E1.2n1. Network Random State/Value Modulation:
A (pseudo-)random value or state of/in the network
data is replaced with a secret message (that is also
following a pseudo-random appearance).
Original network steganography patterns: PS10. Ran-
dom Value and PS33. User-data Random Value Mod-
ulation.
Examples: i) [5] already mentions some examples, such
as the utilization of the pseudo-random IP Identifier
field [65], the TCP ISN [65], [66], the DHCP xid field
[63] and the SSH MAC field [67]. Additional examples
can be found in ii) cryptographic protocols that use
nonces during the challenge-response process [68] as
well as in iii) IoT protocols with random value fields,
such as MQTT [53].

– E1.3n1. Network LSB State/Value Modulation: The
LSB of network elements are modulated.
Original network steganography patterns: PS11.b.
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TABLE IV
INTEGRATION OF THE ORIGINAL NETWORK STEGANOGRAPHY STORAGE PATTERNS FOR PAYLOAD-BASED METHODS INTO THE NEW TAXONOMY. [*]

INDICATES PATTERNS WHICH WERE ADDED FOR COMPLETENESS BUT WERE NOT OFFICIALLY DEFINED.

Pattern of Existing
Taxonomy

Ref. Short Description Generic Emb. Pat-
tern (New Taxon-
omy)

Type Sub-taxonomy
Pattern (New
Taxonomy)

Comments

PS20. Payload Field
Size Modulation (de-
rived from PS1)

[52] The CS uses the payload size
to encode a hidden message.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration

Pattern E2n1. Network
Element
Enumeration

Equals original pattern PS1. Size Mod-
ulation, but with a focus on payload.

PS21. User-data Cor-
ruption

[52] The CS blindly overwrites a
packet’s payload.

E1. State/Value
Modulation

Not a
pattern

- Special case of E1 being applied to
network payload; the fact that the over-
writing is blind does not make it an own
pattern (in comparison to, e.g., E1.1.
or E1.2. that focus on specific types of
cover data). Moreover, example cases of
[52] represent hybrid methods.

PS30. Modify Redun-
dancy

[52] The CS exploits the re-
dundancy of user-data by
transcoding them so that a
free space for secret data is
obtained (and then filled).

E1.5. Redundancy
State/Value
Modulation
& E1.1.
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Hybrid
pattern

E1.5n1 Network
Redundancy
State/Value
Modulation &
E1.1n1. Network
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

First, an element’s values are modified
(e.g., by transcoding or compression) so
that free space is created in a packet
(E1.5); the space is then filled with
secret data (E1.1).

PS31. User-data
Value Modulation
and Reserved/Unused

[52] The CS performs a modula-
tion of payload values.

E1. State/Value
Modulation / E1.1.
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Two
separate
patterns

E1n1. Network
State/Value
Modulation &
E1.1n1. Network
Reserved/Unused
State/Value
Modulation

Special case of E1./E1.1. being applied
to payload elements.

PS32. User-data
Sequence Modulation
(plus sub-patterns)

[*] The CS performs a
PS2/PS2.a/PS2.b-like
sequence modulation of
payload fields.

E2.1. Element
Enumeration /
E2.2. Element
Positioning

Two
separate
patterns

E2.2n1. Network
Element
Enumeration
-or- E2.1n1.
Network Element
Positioning

Special case of the original patterns
PS2/PS2.a/PS2.b being applied to pay-
load elements.

PS33. User-data Ran-
dom Value Modula-
tion

[*] The CS performs a PS10-like
random value modulation of
payload fields.

E1.2. Random
State/Value
Modulation

Pattern E1.2n1. Network
Random
State/Value
Modulation

Special case of the original pattern PS10
being applied to payload elements.

LSB Modulation.
Examples: i) [5] provides several examples, such as
the modulation of the LSBs in the IPv6 Hop Limit
field [51], IPv4 TTL field, modulation of the IP
timestamp option’s LSB [56], TCP timestamp option
[69], DHCP’s LSB of the secs field [63], the BACnet
hop count field, or the XMPP id attributes LSB [70].
ii) Recent work has applied the LSB method to the
Modbus protocol [71].

– E1.4n1. Network Character State/Value
Modulation: The features of characters in network
elements are modulated.
Original network steganography patterns: PS11.a.
Case Modulation.
Examples: i) case modulation of characters in HTTP
headers [72]. This method can also be applied to
several other textual protocols, such as SMTP, IMAP,
POP3, NNTP etc.

– E1.5n1. Network Redundancy State/Value
Modulation: The redundancy of a network element’s
content is modulated (this is usually applied by a
succeeding pattern that fills the gained space with
covert data), e.g., by means of compression.
Original network steganography patterns: part of
PS30. Modify Redundancy (cf. Tab. IV).
Examples: three examples of [52] can be adjusted in
their formulation to reflect this pattern: i) compression

of existing payload (gained space can be used by
E1.1n1. Reserved/Unused State/Value Modulation
afterwards) [73]; ii) transformation of the VAD-
enabled IP telephony voice stream into a non-VAD
one and fill the gaps using artificially generated RTP
packets containing secret data by applying another
pattern [74]; iii) approximation of the F0 parameter
of the Speex codec which carries information about
the pitch of the speech signal (again, the saved space
can then be used by another pattern) [75].

• E2n1. Network Element Occurrence: The covert mes-
sage is encoded in the spatial or temporal location of
elements, which can also, e.g., influence the rate or
overall number of packets appearing in a flow (succeeding
messages occur shortly or long after previous ones).
Original network steganography patterns: PT10. Artifi-
cial Loss and PT12. Retransmission as well as multiple
patterns to cover E2n1’s sub-patterns (see particular
descriptions below).
Examples: i) sending a specific frame or packet multiple
times (retransmission) as done in case of IEEE 802.11
[76] or TCP [77]; ii) performing a high number of frame
transmissions (e.g., so that their occurrences influence the
rate/throughput of a network link [78]); iii) selecting one
out of multiple possible IPv4 option headers to appear; iv)
dropping TCP segments with an even sequence number
(artificial loss, i.e., non-occurrence or occurrence of all
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other elements of a flow, except the dropped ones), v)
not acknowledging TCP packets [79] (again a form of
non-occurrence).
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of element occurrences:
– E2.1n1. Network Element Enumeration: An attribute

describing the quantity of network sub-elements is
modulated. This pattern also applies if sub-elements
are added to a network element to increase its overall
size (e.g., by adding more sub-elements to the payload
in network packets).
Original network steganography patterns: PT2. Mes-
sage Sequence Timing, PT12. Retransmission, PS1.
Size Modulation, PS2.b. Number of Elements, PS20.
Payload Field Size Modulation, as well as parts of PS3.
Add Redundancy (see Tab. III) and PS32. User-data
Sequence Modulation (see Tab. IV).
Examples: i) fragmenting a network packet into either
𝑛 or 𝑚 (𝑛 ≠ 𝑚) fragments [80]; ii) letting network
packets or commands occur just once or multiple times
(e.g., artificial TCP segment or FTP command re-
transmissions) [77], [81]; iii) Encoding secret informa-
tion through the number of IPv6 extension headers or
IPv4 option headers; iv) creating additional (unused)
space in network packets, such as adding an “unused”
IPv6 destination option [82] (a variant of the former
PS1. Size Modulation) or integration of additional
SMTP header lines [83]; v) modulating the number of
DHCP options [63].

– E2.2n1. Network Element Positioning: The covert
message is embedded by inserting or changing the
temporal/spatial position of a network element (this
temporal/spatial position might be described through
a virtual element, cf. Fig. 5).
Original network steganography patterns: PT1. Inter-
packet Times, PT3. Rate/Throughput, PT13. Frame
Collisions, PS2. Sequence, PS2.a. Position, as well
as parts of PT11. Message Ordering (see Tab. II)
and PT15./PT16. Artificial Reconnections/Resets (see
Tab. II).
Examples: i) a specific packet sent at some certain
point in time in a flow (temporal positioning); ii)
modulating the position of an existing TCP segment in
a TCP stream2; iii) position of a specific IPv4 option
in the list of options [5] as well as the sequence of
multiple IPv4 options in the list of options [5], the
order of DHCP options [63] or the order of HTTP
header lines [72] or FTP commands [81] (each ele-
ment is positioned individually, but overall, they form
a sequence); iv) influencing the inter-arrival time of
packets by positioning individual packets [84]–[88]
(this can also be done to influence the throughput
of a connection, e.g., for a switch [78] or a serial
communication port [56]).

2Non pre-existing TCP segments would require the adjustment of the
sequence number, which is discussed in Sect. V-E and Tab. II for PT11.

B. Text Steganography Sub-Taxonomy

For text steganography (as for all the following steganog-
raphy domains), no pre-existing pattern-based taxonomy was
available. For this reason, a literature study was performed,
which resulted in the following patterns that we derived
from the core taxonomy (again, only embedding patterns are
described).

Please note that this sub-taxonomy is not limited to digital
text steganography as certain methods might also be applied
in a non-digital form (e.g., with ink on paper).

• E1t1. Text State/Value Modulation: The covert message
is embedded by modulating the state or value of a text
element, such as a paragraph or a character.
Examples: i) overwriting of random characters; ii) mod-
ulation of a paragraphs’ or a sentences’ border [49]; iii)
replacement of some character with a homoglyph (sim-
ilarly to DNS-based homograph attacks [89], in which
homoglyphs are used).
The following sub-patterns have been discovered for text
steganography:
– E1.2t1. Text Random State/Value Modulation: A

(pseudo-)random value or state of/in the text data is
replaced with a secret message (that is also following
a pseudo-random appearance).
Examples: several methods come to mind quickly here
as any appearance of (pseudo-)random text strings,
such as textual bitstrings, hash values or printed cryp-
tographic keys as well as TAN lists for banking and
textual nonces can be replaced with steganographic
data.

– E1.3t1. Text LSB State/Value Modulation: The LSB
of text elements are modulated.
Examples: modulate the LSBs of a text’s font color (or
its R, G and/or B component) [90].

– E1.4t1. Text Character State/Value Modulation: The
features of characters in text elements are modulated.
Examples: i) all cases in which a textual character’s
case is adjusted, e.g., in text files, source code, HTML
files etc. ii) modulation of a characters’ glyph [47],
underlining [49], font type [91], color or luminance
intensity (color quantization) [92].

– E1.5t1. Text Redundancy State/Value Modulation:
The redundancy of a text element’s content is modu-
lated (this is usually applied by a succeeding pattern
that fills the gained space with covert data), e.g., by
means of semantic-preserving compression.
Examples: All semantic methods that include synonym
substitution [93], paraphrasing [94], changing word
spelling [95], using of abbreviations and acronyms with
typographical errors [96], etc. belong in this pattern.
In general, the semantics of texts can be kept, even if
shortened. For instance, the sentence “This very mo-
ment can be considered relevant.” can also be expressed
in a shorter form: “This moment is relevant.”.

• E2t1. Text Element Occurrence: The covert message is
encoded in the spatial or temporal location of elements,
which can also, e.g., influence the rate or overall number
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of text elements appearing in a message flow (succeeding
messages occur shortly or long after the previous ones).
Examples: i) All syntactic methods that include changing
the diction and structure of text without significantly
altering meaning or tone, by means of punctuation [97],
shifting the location of the noun and verb [98], pointed
letters and extensions in Arabic language [99], etc.,
belong here; ii) selecting one out of multiple plausible
HTML tags to set a character in bold font (e.g., ‘<b>’ vs.
‘<strong>’) [72]; iii) removing commas in sentences
(i.e., the elements do not appear) [97]; iv) use of emoti-
cons and/or lingoes for hiding data in SMS and chats
[100], [101].
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of element occurrences:
– E2.1t1. Text Element Enumeration: An attribute de-

scribing the quantity of text sub-elements is modulated.
This pattern also applies if sub-elements are added to
a textual element to increase its overall size (e.g., by
adding more characters to a text so that the overall
length of the text is influenced).
Examples: i) repeating a white space element (or
any Unicode space character) by duplicating it (or
not) in a text (open space method) [97], [102]; ii)
adding/removing tags in an HTML file (e.g., to influ-
ence the overall number of tags).

– E2.2t1. Text Element Positioning: The covert
message is embedded by inserting or changing
the temporal/spatial position of a text element
(this temporal/spatial position might be described
through a virtual element, cf. Fig. 5). Examples: i) a
character of text placed at some particular location
(spatial positioning); ii) placing a specific HTML
tag’s attribute in the list of attributes, e.g., <img
text=‘‘..." src=‘‘..." alt=‘‘..."
/> vs. <img alt=‘‘..." text=‘‘..."
src=‘‘..." />. iii) line and word shift coding
[103], [104]; iv) combining specific invisible Unicode
characters to represent different groups of 𝑛 secret
bits [105].

– Special case E2t1.1. Generative Text Element Oc-
currence. There is one group of text steganographic
methods that are identified with the umbrella term
“generative linguistic steganography” (or random and
statistical methods [18]). These can be considered a
special variant of E2t1. Text Element Occurrence
and are thus categorized as E2t1.1.. In essence, such
methods directly transform the secret data into stegano-
graphic text, without any cover text, by using natural
language models. To this aim, they first use a known
model to learn the statistical language model from a
large set of natural language sentences, and then they
embed the secret data by encoding the conditional
probability distribution of each word in the cover text
generation process.
Examples: i) This pattern can be realized by neural
networks (e.g., Long Short-Term Memory - LSTM

[106], Recurrent Neural Networks - RNN [107], Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks - GAN [108]), discrete
random processes (e.g., Markov chain model [109]),
and Context-Free-Grammars [110], just to mention
some.

C. Digital Media Steganography Sub-Taxonomy

The whole field of media steganography is extremely wide
with thousands of publications (scientific and technical) de-
scribing hiding methods and currently (mid 2022) more than
2,500 steganographic tools easily available via platforms such
as GitHub or SouceForge. To provide a complete mapping of
all methods encountered for all media formats is futile for this
paper, instead it is shown that selected methods can actually
be projected onto the proposed taxonomy, leaving the majority
of the work that would be necessary to provide a full picture
for follow-up publications.
As one of the most prominent textbooks in the field of media
steganography, [3] groups the existing media steganography
approaches in three different basic categories: steganography
by cover selection, steganography by cover synthesis and
steganography by cover modification. While all three ap-
proaches have their pros and cons, steganography by cover
modification is currently by far the most used approach. It
can be assumed that more than 95% of all steganographic tools
for media objects that are currently freely available use this
approach. To exemplify a projection of a media steganography
approach onto the taxonomy, therefore a popular steganogra-
phy by cover modification approach is used in the following
descriptions: LSB (least-significant bit) steganography is one
on the early (1990s) methods that is still popular in the
information hiding community today [21]. In this method, the
value of the LSB of a media object sample representation (an
audio sample value in time domain, a pixel in an image, etc) is
directly modified in media objects (e.g., PCM WAV encoded
audio files or raster graphics image formats such as PNG,
BMP, PGM, etc.). This can be done naively (modifying every
value, which results in statistically easy to detect embedding)
or in more sophisticated ways, using only a fraction of all
available positions with an intelligent (i.e., key-dependent and
content-aware) strategy (see, e.g., [3] for details). Indepen-
dent of the strategy used for implementation, for the human
auditory system (HAS) or the human visual system (HVS)
the result is in most cases not identifiable as a stego object
because the magnitude of the modifications performed lies
way below the excitation threshold of HAS or HVS. Such a
LSB embedding method would fit into the proposed taxonomy
very well as a digital media value modulation. In coherence
with the other sub-taxonomies and starting from this small
example (and others briefly analysed by the authors), the
following initial Digital Media Steganography Sub-Taxonomy
with domain-specific patterns is proposed here:

• E1d1. Digital Media State/Value Modulation: The
covert message is embedded by modulating the state or
value of a digital media element, such as a pixel, video
frame or sound sample.
Examples: i) LSB embedding; ii) Echo hiding for audio
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signals, utilizing (artificially created) echo components,
where the data is usually hidden by varying characteristics
of the echo such as the amplitude, decay cost and offset or
delay; iii) Spread spectrum techniques; iv) Manipulating
the phase coding for consecutive frames in an audio
signal.
An early, but still good, reference providing details on
most of the example techniques discussed below is [21].
From the available examples, the following set of initial
sub-patterns can be defined for media steganography:
– E1.1d1. Digital Media Reserved/Unused State/Value

Modulation: the covert message is embedded by mod-
ulating reserved/unused states/values of digital media
elements.
Examples: i) embedding message parts into me-
dia blocks that are not used/rendered in the play-
back/rendering process, such as non-referenced content
chunks in PNG or PDF files.

– E1.2d1. Digital Media Random State/Value Modu-
lation: a (pseudo-)random value or state of/in digital
media data is replaced with a secret message (that is
also following a pseudo-random appearance).
Examples: i) in spread spectrum audio steganography
the message is usually encoded into a pseudo-random
bit-string which is in the embedding spread as much
as applicable over the frequency spectrum, forming a
low-amplitude ‘background noise’.

– E1.3d1. Digital Media LSB State/Value Modulation:
The LSB of digital media elements are modulated.
Examples: i) low-bit encoding using the least signifi-
cant bit plane of a media representation is a technique
used in many different media formats, including raster
images and audio files.

– E1.4d1. Digital Media Character State/Value Mod-
ulation: The features of characters in digital media
elements are modulated.
Examples: This pattern was rarely found to be repre-
sented in the literature. However, one notable example
is the following: i) manipulation of the duration of
notes in a MIDI audio file in [111].

– E1.5d1. Digital Media Redundancy State/Value
Modulation: The redundancy of a digital media el-
ement’s content is modulated (this is usually applied
by a succeeding pattern that fills the gained space with
covert data), e.g., by means of compression.
Examples: i) Quantization index modulation in me-
dia compression operations, e.g., in MP3 compres-
sion (e.g., see [112]); ii) Exploiting the correla-
tion/redundancy between both audio channels in stereo
signals.

• E2d1. Digital Media Element Occurrence: The covert
message is encoded in the spatial or temporal location
of elements, which can also, e.g., influence the rate or
overall number of digital media elements appearing in
a flow (succeeding messages occur shortly or long after
previous ones).
Examples: i) influence the rate of acoustic beeps appear-

ing in an audio file; ii) influence the particular location
of a pixel with a specific color in a digital image.
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of element occurrences:
– E2.1d1. Digital Media Element Enumeration: An

attribute describing the quantity of digital media sub-
elements is modulated. This pattern also applies if
sub-elements are added to a digital media element to
increase the overall length of the element (e.g., by
adding more pixels to a digital image file).
Examples: i) influence the number of succeeding beeps
in an audio file; ii) influence the number of succeeding
pixels with the same value or the overall number of
pixels in a file.

– E2.2d1. Digital Media Element Positioning: The
covert message is embedded by inserting or changing
the temporal/spatial position of a digital media ele-
ment (this temporal/spatial position might be described
through a virtual element, cf. Fig. 5).
Examples: This pattern is rarely represented through
existing methods. However, one example could be i)
the embedding of a blue screen frame at a specific
location in a video file.

D. CPS Steganography Sub-Taxonomy

Analog to the previous domains, the following patterns have
been identified for CPS steganography.

• E1c1. CPS State/Value Modulation: The covert message
is embedded by modulating the state or value of a CPS
element, such as an actuator state or values in unused
elements.
Examples: i) modulation of actuator states [33]; ii) modu-
lation of a setpoint in a control command; iii) modulation
of ICS configuration data (and its backups) for long-term
storage of secret data [113]; iv) modulation of control
action states in the controller logic [114]; v) modulation
of control signal and state measurements [115].
– E1.1c1. CPS Reserved/Unused State/Value Modula-

tion: The covert message is embedded by modulating
reserved/unused states/values of CPS elements.
Examples: i) modulation of values in unused registers
of embedded CPS equipment [33]; ii) modulation of
values in unused bits of control commands

– E1.2c1. CPS Random State/Value Modulation: A
(pseudo-)random value or state of/in CPS or its data is
replaced with a secret message (that is also following
a pseudo-random appearance).
Examples: i) overwrite a randomized order of colors
in a (smart home) light show; ii) exploit MAC address
randomization of an Android smartphone (here con-
sidered as a cyber-physical device due to its sensors
and actuators) to overwrite it with a secret message;
iii) an imaginable idea is to replace the randomized
bits of the ShadowAuth CAN authentication message
with encrypted covert data (cf. [116]); iv) one could
potentially apply the idea of replacement of entries in
a conditioner buffer from physical processes used in an
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RNG similarly as described by a work of Evtyushkin et
al. [117], where the buffer is first replaced by rseeds,
followed by an entry that is replaced by the sender
or not; v) modulation of high-resolution sensor values
affected by random sensor- and/or process noise (c.f.
[118], [119]).

– E1.3c1. CPS LSB State/Value Modulation: The LSB
of CPS elements are modulated.
Examples: i) modulate the LSB for a setpoint of an
actuator (e.g., a motor’s RPM); ii) alter the history of
stored LSBs of temperature sensor values to encode
one bit per logged temperature value.

– E1.4c1. CPS Character State/Value Modulation:
The features of characters in CPS elements are modu-
lated.
This pattern is essentially an application of text
steganography methods to the CPS context. It is kept
for completeness. Examples: i) capitalizing every 𝑛th

character of a variable’s, project’s, or device’s name;
ii) changing font color or size of a comment in a code
block in the TIA Portal3 settings.

– E1.5c1. CPS Redundancy State/Value Modulation:
The redundancy of a CPS element’s content is modu-
lated (this is usually applied by a succeeding pattern
that fills the gained space with covert data), e.g., by
means of compression.
Examples: i) renaming TIA projects, e.g., from
“RTP020” to “soldering tip version RTP020”; ii) mod-
ulate the behavior of an ICS so that it either moves
to its default position before proceeding with the next
work piece or directly proceeds with that piece.

• E2c1. CPS Element Occurrence: The covert message is
encoded in the spatial or temporal location of elements,
which can also, e.g., influence the rate or overall number
of CPS elements appearing in a sequence (succeeding
messages occur shortly or long after previous ones).
Examples: i) influence the point in time at which a certain
cyber-physical action is performed (e.g., opening/closing
a window); ii) writing deduplication records into the
ICSs’ filesystem to exfiltrate secret data [120].
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of element occurrences:
– E2.1c1. CPS Element Enumeration: An attribute

describing the quantity of CPS sub-elements is mod-
ulated. This pattern also applies if sub-elements are
added to a CPS element to increase its overall size
(e.g., by adding more configuration parameters to a
CPS configuration).
Examples: i) modulating the number of windows that
are opened succeedingly; ii) modulating the number of
setpoints accumulated within a single control command
(e.g., using BACnet’s WriteMultiple command).

– E2.2c1. CPS Element Positioning: The covert mes-
sage is embedded by inserting or changing the tem-
poral/spatial position of a CPS element (this tempo-

3TIA Portal is a configuration and management software for industrial
control systems.

ral/spatial position might be described through a virtual
element, cf. Fig. 5).
Examples: i) influencing the location of a drone (e.g.,
so that its current location or a whole path represents
a secret message); ii) modulate the position in time
of a specific sensor reading operation (alternatively,
succeeding read operations could be timed, e.g., to
influence the time between commands which then can
be observed by the CR); iii) raising the sampling
frequency of sensor multiplexing in Android smart-
phones at a specific temporal position to transmit a
secret message [121]; iv) switching between on and
off state of a vibration motor in a smartphone in a
specific temporal order [122]; v) modulation of actuator
response time (required time to change its state) [123].

E. Filesystem Steganography Sub-Taxonomy

Compared to other fields, less work is available for filesys-
tem steganography. Despite this, we identified the following
patterns that can be used to describe the known hiding meth-
ods. Before discussing each mechanism in detail, we point
out that the joint use of filesystem and steganography has
been done for two different purposes. In the first case, many
ideas are devoted to create a “steganographic filesystem”,
which is a way to store/organize data in a stealthy manner.
To this aim, data is hidden in files by using carrier-specific
techniques, such as LSB for images (see, e.g., [29]). From the
perspective of creating a coherent organization, such a class
of techniques will not be included in the filesystem steganog-
raphy sub-taxonomy below. Instead, the reader might refer
to text steganography for textual file content, digital media
steganography for media content, and network steganography
for network traces (pcap files, etc.). A second case concerns
methods using filesystem-specific features for concealing data.
Such methods are discussed below.

• E1f1. Filesystem State/Value Modulation: The covert
message is embedded by modulating the state or value of
a filesystem element, such as a file/inode attribute.
Examples: i) similar to text steganography, replace a
character of a textual filename with its homoglyph [124];
ii) embed secret data in unused/reserved or random-value
meta-data fields [31]; iii) modulate timestamp values
[125]; iv) case modulation of filename characters.
– E1.1f1. Filesystem Reserved/Unused State/Value

Modulation: The covert message is embedded by
modulating reserved/unused states/values of filesystem
elements.
Examples: i) placing secret data in bytes of unused
blocks [38], [126], [127]; ii) hide secret information
in the metadata of deleted (now unused) files of the
exFAT filesystem [128].

– E1.2f1. Filesystem Random State/Value Modula-
tion: A (pseudo-)random value or state of/in a filesys-
tem or its sub-elements is replaced with a secret
message (that is also following a pseudo-random ap-
pearance).
Examples: i) in their seminal paper that introduced
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filesystem steganography, [129] superimposed hidden
files onto files with random (or randomly looking, e.g.,
encrypted) content; ii) similarly to the examples of
E1.1f1, already allocated blocks that contain a high
entropy (pseudo-random content) can be overwritten
for steganographic storage [130] (instead of unused
blocks).

– E1.3f1. Filesystem LSB State/Value Modulation:
The LSB of filesystem elements are modulated.
Examples: i) modulation of the nanoseconds bits in
the NTFS access/creation time attribute of a file
[125]; ii) modulation of the least significant bits of
the exFAT fields CreatE1msIncrement and LastModi-
fied10msIncrement [128].

– E1.4f1. Filesystem Character State/Value Modula-
tion: The features of characters in filesystem elements
are modulated.
Examples: i) given the support of a particular filesys-
tem for upper- and lower-case characters, filename
characters’ cases can be modulated. This method can
be applicable in all cases where both the covert sender
and receiver have visibility over files. For instance,
this approach has been used to transmit data remotely
in Dropbox, e.g., modulation of names propagates
through a shared folder to create a network covert chan-
nel [131]; ii) replacement of characters in filenames
with homoglyphs.

• E2f1. Filesystem Element Occurrence: The covert mes-
sage is encoded in the spatial or temporal location of
elements, which can also, e.g., influence the rate or
overall number of filesystem elements appearing in a
sequence (succeeding messages occur shortly or long
after previous ones).
Examples: i) let a certain filename appear (or not) to
encode a hidden message; ii) modulate the number of files
or inodes in a filesystem; iii) position filesystem elements
in a temporal or spatial order.
This pattern has the following sub-patterns, which are
special forms of element occurrences:
– E2.1f1. Filesystem Element Enumeration: An at-

tribute describing the quantity of filesystem sub-
elements is modulated. This pattern also applies if sub-
elements are added to a filesystem element to increase
its overall size (e.g., by adding more files to a directory
to increase the overall directory’s length).
Examples: i) modulate the number of inodes/files in
a filesystem or the number of bytes within a file
(influences file size/number of allocated blocks) to
encode a secret message [132].

– E2.2f1. Filesystem Element Positioning: The covert
message is embedded by inserting or changing the
temporal/spatial position of a filesystem element (this
temporal/spatial position might be described through a
virtual element, cf. Fig. 5).
Examples: i) modulate the order of multiple file
create() operations to influence their order of ap-
pearance in file managers (e.g., permutation steganog-

raphy for FAT [133]); ii) write to even/odd FAT cluster4

locations, depending on the bit value (and derivations
of this approach) [134].

VII. COUNTERMEASURES

A plethora of measures exist to detect, limit and prevent
steganography. For this reason, it is necessary to analyze which
of these countermeasures can be used for protection against
hiding patterns.

A. Detection of Steganography

a) Network Steganography: In network steganography,
the observed values of protocol fields as modified by pattern
E1 are usually compared to the usual values of these fields,
e.g., by comparing their entropy or compressibility scores
[53], [54]. Another approach aims at observing the differences
between legitimate and covert channel traffic’s timing behavior
(as it is unintentionally influenced by the embedding method),
see, e.g., [68], in which the authors aim at detecting a covert
channel-caused value modulation in a hash-based authentica-
tion by observing the timing of packets.

Until about 2010, the detection of pattern E2 and its
sub-patterns was mostly addressed by classical statistical ap-
proaches. Cabuk et al. utilized a metric based on regularity,
compressibility and the so-called 𝜖-similarity [84], [85], [135].
The regularity measure detects inter-packet delay based covert
channels by analyzing whether a flow contains relatively
constant delays [2], [85]:

Regularity = STDEV
( |𝜎𝑖 − 𝜎𝑗 |

𝜎𝑖 |
,∀𝑖, 𝑗 < 𝑖

)
.

In above formula, the normalized pairwise differences for
the standard deviations 𝜎𝑖 of the inter-packet delays of a given
set of packets, called window, is computed. A window has
usually the size of 2,000 packets.

The compressibility score determines whether delays be-
tween packets of a flow with a given window size are com-
posed of similar values. Therefore, the delays are rounded and
brought into a string representation. The length of the string
𝑆 and the compressed length of the same string 𝐶 = ℑ(𝑆) are
then compared by calculating the compressibility score:

^ =
|𝑆 |
|𝐶 | .

A high compressibility score indicates the presence of a
covert channel (as it contains the same delays rather often)
[85].

The third approach shown by Cabuk et al. is the 𝜖-similarity,
which quantifies the “similarity” of the inter-packet delays 𝑡𝑖 in
a flow that usually has a window of 2,000 packets as follows
[85], [135]: for the packets in the window, the inter-packet
delays are calculated. All inter-packet delays are afterwards
sorted and their relative differences are calculated:

_𝑖 =
|𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 |

𝑡𝑖
.

4In FAT, a cluster refers to a group of sectors.
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Finally, the fraction of _ values below a threshold 𝜖 is
calculated.

Similarly, Berk et al. have shown that channels of this
pattern can be detected using a simple heuristic, in which
the inter-packet delays of a flow are analyzed. Therefore, the
number of packets 𝐶 (`) that are close to the mean of inter-
packet delays are divided by the maximum number of packets
with the same delay 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 to gain a probability 𝑃𝐶𝐶 indicating
the presence of a covert channel [136]:

𝑃𝐶𝐶 =
𝐶 (`)
𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥

.

Other traditional approaches for network covert channel
detection use the Kolmogorov-Smnirnov test, the Kullback-
Leibler distance, entropy, and entropy rate [2].

In addition to these statistical approaches, machine learning-
based classifiers have been applied to detect channels be-
longing to pattern E2. The most prominent methods being
decision trees [2], [137], [138], k-nearest neighbors (kNN)
[139], support vector machines (SVM) [2], [139], [140] and
several forms of neural networks [2], [141].

b) Text Steganography: In general, techniques manipu-
lating the semantic of a text (or altering elements trying to
preserve the semantic information) or some character features
as done by pattern E1 impact on the overall readability and/or
the text appearance. Unfortunately, such a property is tightly-
influenced by the context (e.g., prose versus technical writings)
as well as by the skill of the reader. As a consequence, the
design of countermeasures is hard and mitigation can only
address a small sub-set of similar cases [17]. The majority of
text steganography countermeasures attempts to first extract
some characteristics belonging to the text. Then, they analyze
the differences between a normal amount of text and the
steganographic counterpart for detecting the presence of the
hidden information. Literature showcases the use of many tra-
ditional statistical models based on simple characteristics, such
as frequency of some text element feature (e.g., words, font
type, color), like synonym frequency [142] for detection of
synonym substitution methods. Different ML-based detectors
can be used also, such as the SVM classifier for feature coding,
which analyzes the font attributes and classifies the charac-
teristic vector extracted from the distance of font attributes
between every two adjacent characters [143]. At the same
time, language-specific features (including grammar rules or
stylistic conventions) could be further considered, mainly to
improve the accuracy of the detection [144]. Summarizing,
counteracting steganographic and hiding attempts targeting
text/written carriers must face a very heterogeneous attack
space. In fact, when the cloaking method is designed to prevent
detection from a human entity, linguistic approaches could be
not the best option. Hence, manipulating colors and fonts or
making imperceptible alteration to the formatting could lead to
visual artifacts difficult to spot. Instead, when the detection is
supposed to be performed in an automatic manner, recurring to
more culturally-driven and sophisticated approaches exploiting
language features is usually the preferred choice. Therefore,
engineering countermeasures always requires a good balance

between the considered hiding patterns and their ability to
generalize the detection process with a reasonable complexity.

Detection of some techniques for pattern E2, such as line
and word shift coding or syntactic methods, can be performed
visually by the human viewer in some cases [17]. Most often,
high-level indicators, such as the occurrence of a word or
the average length of the various sentences can be used to
spot hidden data [145] or to train statistical models. Another
example of statistical detectors involves neighbor difference
feature for word shift methods [146]. Many ML-based detec-
tors for generative linguistic steganography methods have been
developed in the recent years, such as SVM classifier in [147],
Softmax classifier in [148], TS-RNN [149], or CNN [150].

c) Digital Media Steganography: There is very few
comprehensive literature existing which tries to map out the
usage of steganalysis methods for the patterns E1 and E2 in
digital media steganography. The most cited works in this field
(e.g., [3] or [151]) point out that a vast number of different
ML-based detection approaches are used here, ranging from
early methods relying on tree-based classifiers or regression
analysis to the always popular SVM. Since 2016 also digi-
tal media steganalysis experiences a rapid growth of neural
network-based detection approaches, learning feature spaces
suitable for the detection of a steganographic embedding rather
than relying on traditional hand-crafted feature spaces.

d) CPS Steganography: When CPS states are manipu-
lated by pattern E1 to store secret data, classical approaches
of anomaly detection can be performed to, e.g., determine
the plausibility of the actuator values or the resulting sensor
values (e.g., a temperature value might increase if the heating
of a heater actuator is increased). Such anomaly detection
can be achieved through entropy- and ML-based methods
[152], [153]. This might be further enhanced using digital
twins as references for anomaly detection. For pattern E2, a
similar approach can be conducted: when the appearance of
some element (such as a new node in a CPS environment)
or the order of performed actions (elements) is manipulated
by a steganographer, statistical tests, entropy tests and ML
methods can be applied, too. See Luo et al. [154] for a recent
overview on anomaly detection in CPS. Finally, for state/value
modulation approaches by [114] and [115] (both belonging to
E1) detection methods are currently not studied.

e) Filesystem Steganography: In contrast to fields like
network steganography, where each element can be checked
only once before it is gone, filesystems are long-living objects
with continuous access by the user, both to the cover filesystem
and to the hidden filesystem.

Hence, detection of pattern E1 can be approached via long-
term monitoring of access patterns, or analyzing access pat-
terns from the past, as long as logs are available. These mon-
itoring efforts are called traffic analysis and update analysis,
and have been successfully applied [155] against StegFS [130],
[156], despite intermediate attempts [157] of proposing anti-
countermeasures against update analysis and traffic analysis
of StegFS. However, [158] modify the log structure of a
file system to hide data, which also might provide an anti-
countermeasure against traffic analysis on log data. Moreover,
when timestamps are used, a possible idea could be correlating
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the installation date of the OS and various programs against
files to spot inconsistencies [125]. Additionally, timestamps
are not only stored in files, but also in various logs or in
messages produced by drivers and kernels. If such a data is
produced with a sufficient granularity/precision, it can be used
as an effective starting point for computing metrics for spotting
the presence of hidden information.

As described for pattern E1, detection of pattern E2 largely
relies on traffic or update analysis. Thus, the methods de-
scribed there apply to pattern E2 as well.

B. Limitation and Prevention of Steganography

a) Network Steganography: Traffic normalization can act
in both, a blind and non-blind manner [2], [159]. Essen-
tially, traffic normalization removes ambiguities in network
traffic, including potential covert channels. Value modulation
as performed by E1 in network packets are usually limited or
eliminated by a normalizer by either allowing only one specific
value to be set (elimination) or by reducing the number of
allowed values of a header field (limitation). However, there
are also multi-level security approaches, like filter technology
based on the Bell-LaPadula (BLP) model where a firewall
system prevents the communication between nodes if it would
violate the BLP’s mandatory access control rules. An example
for such a scenario was shown for network steganography
in CPS environments running the BACnet protocol [62].
Further elimination protocols, such as the Blind Write-up [160]
eliminate covert channels by completely allowing any policy-
breaking communication.

Covert channels of pattern E2 can be limited by artificially
delaying network packets through a (usually blind) traffic
normalizer [2], [159]. However, such delays rely on buffer
space and computing capacity of a normalizer, enforcing limits
on its performance. A similar case can be observed for the
network pump [161], [162]. Additional limitation protocols,
such as the store-and-forward-protocol (SAFP) limit policy-
breaking communications [160]. Finally, the capacity of poten-
tial E2-based channels between virtual machines was already
limited in the early 1990’s: Hu applied fuzzing timing to
slightly randomize the time at which virtual machines observe
certain events of a host system [163]. However, a few non-
blind limitation approaches also utilize traffic normalization:
Wendzel and Keller have shown that protocol switching covert
channels can be delayed on routers that monitor protocol
switches [164].

b) Text Steganography: For limitation and prevention,
different modifications on the text can be performed, which
involve alteration of the text layout, such as formatting and
encoding, known as structural attack; or modifications that
involve semantic paraphrasing, which belongs to Manipulation
by Reader (MBR) attacks [18].

The MBR attacks [18] as a countermeasure involve also
syntactic modification of the given text, modification of the
number and type of used Unicode space characters, etc. Lim-
itation and prevention of generative linguistic steganography
methods are insufficiently studied.

c) Digital Media Steganography: Besides classical ste-
ganalysis methods, there exists the concept of an active warden
(see [165]), actively modifying potential or suspected cover
objects. Most media steganography patterns (in E1 as well as
E2) lack robustness against format conversions, noise addi-
tions and other active content modifications. Therefore, such
active warden methods would provide technical countermea-
sures at the cost of degrading the media content and potentially
harming other information hiding protocols, such as digital
watermarks. For media formats such as PDF which allow
for using the position of chunks to hide messages (E2.2d1)
or allow misusing unused/not-rendered contend blocks, these
files or streams could be sanitized to eliminate potential hiding
locations.

d) CPS Steganography: A limitation of CPS steganog-
raphy using patterns E1 and E2 can be achieved through
several means, such as limiting the number of sensor value
reads or actuator state manipulations during a timeframe. Such
means can be applied similarly like limitation approaches in
network scenarios (e.g., ICMP rate limiting [166]). However,
CPS environments do not always allow such limitations:
especially real-time environments require that deadlines are
kept and limitations can render this impossible under targeted
attacks because the attack consumes a fraction of the permitted
requests of a timeframe. As CPS can also incorporate large
parts of network steganography due their inherent (process-
based) communication, traffic normalization e.g., using proto-
col converter, can be used as well to mitigate protocol-specific
covert channels.

Additionally, above-mentioned BLP-based techniques [62]
can be used to isolate certain CPS components from each
other, thus preventing steganography. In the case of process
data modulation, one potential mitigation is to decrease ac-
curacy of measurements or sensor values by rounding or
cutting unnecessary decimals. The core idea here is to decrease
entropy of process data to reduce cover surface available to
the steganographer and make detection more likely. Up to
now, the analysis of steganography limitation and prevention
in CPS is still in its infancy. It can be assumed (but must
still be validated) that several general CPS defense strategies,
such as those mentioned in [167], [168], can also prevent
certain applications of patterns E1 and E2. This is reasoned by
the fact that steganography-application overlaps with classical
deception attacks, where false data is injected into a CPS
[168]. For the covert channel method proposed in [114]
(belonging to E1), the authors mention the need to further
investigate prevention methods. Another channel referenced
in the CPS sub-taxonomy (Evtyushkin et al., also pattern E1)
can be mitigated through different software- and hardware-
based methods discussed by the authors in their original paper
[117]. However, their work describes a channel that operates
between CPU cores on the basis of PRNG manipulation and
is not directly transferable to a typical CPS scenario.

e) Filesystem Steganography: In many scenarios, the
owner and user of the cover filesystem and the machine it
runs on are identical to the creator, owner and user of the
hidden filesystem. In such a scenario, no authority can prevent
the owner from installing a hidden filesystem. With regards to
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limitation, countermeasures for detection might be applicable
in an indirect way. If the countermeasure for detection such as
traffic analysis with a particular window size [155] is known to
the owner of the hidden filesystem, then frequency of accesses
to the hidden filesystem might be reduced in order to stay
under the radar and to escape detection. But this also means
that the countermeasure has the potential to limit the frequency
of accesses to the hidden filesystem, although it does not
necessarily limit the capacity of the hidden filesystem.

Also, an approach used by [169] to limit database covert
channels possibly could be applied to filesystems as well: a
spurious process (SP) does either re-perform some previous
action, or not. For instance, if CS creates a file then with
some probability SP deletes this file and creates it again. If
CR then checks for file existence, it cannot be sure whether
the file was created by CS or the SP. Anti-countermeasures
like redundancy to overcome the above countermeasure in turn
increase the number of accesses to retrieve a hidden disk block,
and thus lead to further limitation of the number of hidden disk
blocks accessible while staying unnoticed.

Finally, approaches to filesystem steganography that rely on
modification of timestamps might be limited with a method
used in [163] for the VAX security kernel: timing behavior
between virtual machines is becoming imprecise (through
what Hu calls “fuzzy” timing). This limits covert timing
channel capacity.

As described for pattern E1, prevention seems not achiev-
able in filesystem steganography for pattern E2. Limitation
approaches envisioned for pattern E1 will largely also apply
for pattern E2.

VIII. DISCUSSION

This section covers the extendability of the presented taxon-
omy in Sect. VIII-A, followed by a discussion of its limitations
in Sect. VIII-B.

A. Extendability of the Taxonomy

As our goal is the provision of an adaptive taxonomy that
can emerge in the future, a crucial aspect of the taxonomy is
its extendability.

As discussed in Sect. IV, we integrated several aspects that
allow the extendability of our approach: (i) the PLML-based
patterns description provides a clear format and structure that
can be used for patterns discovered in the future; (ii) future
patterns can be integrated into the taxonomy (generic patterns
can be put into the generic taxonomy while domain-specific
patterns can be derived and/or put into the domain-specific
sub-taxonomies); (iii) if patterns cannot be integrated directly
into existing branches of the taxonomy, there is no reason
why new branches cannot be added to the generic taxonomy
or to the sub-taxonomies; (iv) the naming conventions provide
a clear guide on how future pattern numbers and names shall
be composed. If absolutely necessary, new terms for actions
and objects could be added.

1) Example - Steganography in Machine Learning Systems:
The research field of machine learning has been and is still
growing rapidly. This also offers room for new methods in
steganography. Existing publications on this topic have shown
interesting new approaches. These new methods often focus
strongly on machine learning technicalities and require ex-
tensive involvement with the domain, as they are often deeply
interwoven with the design and implementation of the training
process of the machine learning models. We believe that this
sub-topic needs a more extensive and deeper evaluation to be
covered fully, than it would be possible in this publication.
However, we want to use the opportunity and exemplify the
integration of a newer steganographic domain into our patterns
approach. Therefore, we added the preliminary domain m for
machine learning-based steganography as well as a preliminary
pattern for the domain (a new sub-taxonomy for this emerging
domain requires excessive future work):

E2m1. Training Set Element Modulation: The training
set, which is used to create a model, is manipulated by the
covert sender to influence the training’s outcome in a specific
way.

Examples: i) A training set consists of examples from
classification task A. The training set is however specifically
chosen by the sender, in such a way that the resulting model
will not only solve the classification task A, but also a hidden
classification task B which has no obvious connection to task
A [170]; ii) In a federated learning system, multiple clients use
their local data to collaborate on a shared ML model without
disclosing local data. In such a system, an attacker can choose
specific examples to train and “poison” their local model. This
will slightly change the behavior of the global model, which
can then be detected and decoded by the receiver [171].

Other publications like [172] and [173] have focused on
watermarking models to prove ownership. As we do not
include watermarking techniques in this publication, further
analysis and integration of these methods is left for future
work.

B. Limitations

While our proposed taxonomy provides several advance-
ments and addresses the limitations of previous taxonomies as
discussed in Sect. II, it is also linked to some limitations:

No consideration of digital watermarking: Like
steganography, digital watermarking is part of the information
hiding discipline. As both steganography and digital
watermarking share a certain methodology, it might be
feasible to provide a taxonomy on an even broader basis that
also allows for the inclusion of digital watermarking methods.
However, our aim was to integrate steganography domains
into one taxonomy, and the potential integration of digital
watermarking is left for future work.

No proof of completeness: We conducted an excessive
literature survey to discover hiding methods used in all do-
mains of steganography. However, we cannot be certain that
hiding methods published, e.g., in small national conferences
not indexed in larger databases present ideas unknown to us,
which would represent novel patterns. Similarly, we can expect
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that future research proposes new patterns. As discussed in
Sect. VIII-A, such upcoming patterns should be integrable into
the taxonomy though.

Generalization: Clearly, there is no one-fits-all solution.
Our taxonomy serves as an umbrella for a wide range of
hiding methods. In this context, the patterns themselves do
not provide a detail view. To remedy this aspect, we propose
a unified description method for hiding methods described in
scientific papers that is introduced in Sect. IX. The unified
description method enforces the inclusion of additional details
for hiding methods, such as the properties of cover objects and
of the covert channel that is created by the hiding method.

No Consideration of reversibility and indirect hiding
methods: As previous taxonomies, we did not cover the aspect
of reversibility for hiding patterns. While some works have
already analyzed reversibility for digital media steganography
[174]–[176] as well as for network steganography [177], [178],
we leave such a large analysis for future work as it requires
excessive experimental evaluations which are not within the
scope of a survey paper. Similarly, we do not present patterns
or discussions on indirect hiding methods as a recent paper
already provides a survey on these [16]. However, as our
tutorial example in Sect. IX-C will show, the description of
indirect methods is feasible with our methodology.

Lack of precise discussion of three-dimensional data:
Recently, three-dimensional data is becoming important to
enhance the user experience and interactivity of a vast arrays
of immersive communication tools, entertainment and edu-
cational software, computer aided design platforms, and cul-
tural heritage applications. Moreover, the expected evolution
of many social media towards metaverse-based incarnations
will increase the importance of three-dimensional information,
especially in the medium term. Unfortunately, extending our
taxonomy to consider also this type of data exhibits two
major challenges. The first concerns with the major overlap
with digital media. In fact, three-dimensional media often
exploits image-based textures or is utilized to add immersive
or realistic contents to classic multimedia products (e.g.,
for spatial audio). As a consequence, the majority of the
approaches developed for hiding information are plain port
of solutions already discussed in this work [179], [180]. The
second challenge concerns the lack of a precise literature
on steganography and three-dimensional artifacts. Indeed, the
related corpus of work extends without clear boundaries and
it is highly biased towards the concept of watermarking of
meshes, i.e., a collection of points defining polygons, points,
and other geometric entities [180], [181]. Within such a
perimeter, the predominant concentration of works and tech-
niques consider watermarking to enforce copyright, annotate
shapes with semantic data, or prevent alterations, for instance
malicious manipulations of clouds of points used in industrial
or e-health applications [181], [182].

Therefore part of the ongoing research will be devoted
to “align” the proposed taxonomy to the case of three-
dimensional worlds. Owing to the design choices used to
design the taxonomy (see, Sect. IV-A), this integration should
be possible without the need of major alterations. Indeed,
with the ubiquitous diffusion of IoT technologies and the

Industry 4.0 revolution, the penetration of three-dimensional
data in hardware/software ecosystems is expected to steadily
grow. For instance, three-dimensional information is at the
basis of new printing processes (e.g., 3D printing) or to
capture accurate snapshots of natural environments, cultural
heritage contents, and cyber-physical deployments. Accord-
ingly, steganography is expected to penetrate as well, for
instance to solve old and new data integrity problems [183].
Luckily, the used data structures are largely stored in standard
files composed of array of characters, which can be the target
of hiding mechanisms already discussed in this work (e.g.,
text methods or algorithm encoding data by altering values
or attributes). This can witness the ability of our taxonomy
of generalizing the hiding process by decoupling the pattern
from the specific media.

IX. TUTORIAL: USING THE STEGANOGRAPHY TAXONOMY
IN ACADEMIC ARTICLES

In this tutorial section, we explain how the taxonomy
can serve as a key tool regarding the unified description of
hiding methods in scientific papers in Sect. IX-A, followed by
example applications in Sect. IX-B and IX-C.

A. Using a Unified Description Method

A unified description aids the comparability of scientific
experiments, results and methodology. Furthermore, the repro-
ducibility of experimental results became increasingly prob-
lematic in recent years [184] and our unified description of
hiding methods eases replication studies as the mandatory
properties of the hiding methods are described in a pre-defined
manner.

Our taxonomy can be applied by authors who describe hid-
ing methods in papers. The described hiding methods must not
necessarily represent new patterns, but they can present new
patterns. We follow the example of Wendzel, Mazurczyk and
Zander in [43] who proposed a unified description of network
steganography methods to render them comparable and ensure
that the hiding methods are described in a comparable manner.

Their original description foresees the attributes shown in
Fig. 7. Descriptions must contain four major branches, which
are all mandatory: an introduction, hiding method general
information, hiding method process, and potential or tested
countermeasures.

The first branch covers an essential introduction.
The second branch provides general attributes of the

steganographic method, i.e., the author must state which hiding
pattern is used, for which application scenario(s) the method
is designed (e.g., for data exfiltration, command and control
channels or in a general-purpose manner, see [43] for further
examples) and which requirements the utilized carrier needs
for the steganographic method (e.g., availability of certain
network protocol features or characteristics, such as presence
of legitimate packet losses).

The third branch contains a description of the hiding
method’s process, which comprises a description of the sender-
side steps to be undertaken to embed and transfer the secret in-
formation as well as the respective receiver-side, a description
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join

- Application Scenario [mandatory]

- Required Properties of the Carrier [mandatory]

- Hiding Pattern [mandatory]

- Sender-side Process [mandatory]

- Receiver-side Process [mandatory]

- Covert Channel Properties [mandatory]

- Covert Channel Control Protocol [optional]

Orignal Description Method (Wendzel, Mazurczyk, Zander, 2016)

Hiding Method General Information [mandatory]

Hiding Method Process [mandatory]

Potential or Tested Countermeasures [mandatory]

- Embedding Hiding Pattern [mandatory]

- Representation Hiding Pattern [mandatory]

- Application Scenario [mandatory]

- Required Properties of the Cover Object [mandatory]

- Covert Channel Properties [mandatory]

- Covert Channel Control Protocol [optional]

Revised Description Method (as proposed by this article)

Hiding Method [mandatory]

Potential or Tested Countermeasures [mandatory]

Introduction [mandatory]Introduction [mandatory]

Fig. 7. Comparison of existing (left) and proposed (right) description methodology for hiding methods. Modifications are highlighted in grey.

of the covert channel’s properties (channel capacity, robustness
etc.) and the optional description of a steganographic (covert
channel-internal) control protocol, which can enhance the
functionality of a covert channel [26].

The fourth branch must at least mention the potential but
optimally describes already evaluated countermeasures for
detecting, limiting, and/or preventing the hiding method. This
branch can optionally detail information about the experimen-
tal setup used to evaluate countermeasures. For instance, test
data or test traffic might have been generated with particular
tools, such as CCgen [185], BroCCaDe [186]–[188], WoDi-
CoF [189] or CCHEF [190], or under specific conditions of
an operating environment.

To maximize the backward compatibility with works that
utilize the original method, we propose to apply a derived
structure, but with adjustments tailored to fit the new tax-
onomy. Our proposed description structure is shown on the
right side of Fig. 7 and renders the description structure
more compact and thus easier to apply in page-restricted short
papers and posters.

Modification of the Previous Description Method: As
mentioned, we decided to keep the characteristics of the
original description method — also for backward compati-
bility. However, we simplified the methodology and added
generalizations as follows (cf. Fig. 7).

First of all, the original description method already tried
to address the problem of a decoupled sending and receiving
process in combination with hiding patterns but failed to join
these three aspects. For this reason, the original description
method had the hiding pattern in the first branch and the
sender-side process and receiver-side process described in the
second branch. Due to the clear distinction in embedding and
representation patterns as proposed in the article at hand, we
can merge these three aspects into two (as indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 7). This merge also eliminates the need for two
separate categories (hiding method general information and
hiding method process). For this reason, we ended up with only

three branches. This modification also eliminates a redundancy
of the previous work where the pattern’s functioning overlaps
with the sender- and receiver-side processes. Another tiny
adjustment is that we renamed carrier into cover object to
better reflect all domains of steganography. We kept the word
covert channel as all steganographic hiding methods establish
a covert channel in the end.

The following two examples illustrate the application of the
proposed description method.

B. Example for Text Steganography

Our first example comes from the domain of text steganog-
raphy and is kept simple.

Introduction: Alice and Bob exchange secret messages
using the modification of letters so that they are kept slightly
italic to represent a hidden ‘0’ (otherwise hidden ‘1’). They
perform the modifications using ink on a paper, i.e., a non-
digital form is applied.

Embedding Hiding Pattern: To embed a secret message,
Alice produces a cover text5. While she writes every letter
element separately to the document, she modulates a letter’s
characteristic of being italic. Therefore, the embedding pattern
is E1.4t1. Text Character State/Value Modulation.

Representation Hiding Pattern: Since Bob needs to interpret
the (non-)italic character for every letter as well, the represen-
tation pattern matches the embedding pattern: R1.4t1. Text
Character State/Value Modulation.

Application Scenario: Alice and Bob aim to exchange secret
letters in a prisoner’s problem scenario [191]: Alice and Bob
reside in isolated prison cells and can only exchange messages
through the warden Walter. Both need to find a way that
does not raise the suspicion of Walter when a secret message
is embedded into an innocent looking one. When Walter
investigates the piece of paper exchanged between Alice and

5The creation of elements is neglected in the pattern specification due to
the Rule of Mandatory Occurrence of Elements, see Sect. V-E.
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Bob, he is only able to recognize the cover story, and not the
hidden adjustments that represent the secret symbols.

Required Properties of the Cover Object: The cover object
(in this case a piece of paper) needs to be writable with ink and
messages with italic letters must not be discarded by Walter.

Covert Channel Properties: Given that Alice can embed 𝑛

modifiable letters within a page (punctuation, whitespaces etc.
cannot be used) and each of these modifiable letters carries 1
bit of secret data, she can embed 𝑛 bits per page.

In general, the method is rather robust unless messages
are discarded or lost. However, the clearer the italics are
emphasized, the more robust the method as the modifications
are easier to recognize by Bob.

Covert Channel Control Protocol: No control protocol is
applied. However, one could define a simple error-detecting
protocol, in which the last letter of each line represents a parity
bit. A more sophisticated control protocol could additionally
use some of the letters to indicate the start/end of a message.

Potential or Tested Countermeasures: While clear italics
increase the robustness of a message, they decrease the stealth-
iness as the italics become more perceptible by Walter. Walter
could actively aim at spotting such italics to detect the method.
Furthermore, if – for security reasons – messages are jumbled
or re-typed by Walter before being delivered to Bob, the
message will become corrupted.

C. Example for Network Steganography with an Indirect and
Hybrid Hiding Method

In this second example, we describe a steganographic
method that implements its hidden information in the position
of events in conjunction with the modulation of a value in
an indirect manner. We use this example to demonstrate that
complex scenarios can be described by our method.

Introduction: Mileva et al. [54] implemented an MQTT 5.0-
based covert channel in which third-party node’s connections
are disrupted, causing a reconnection. Sender and receiver
agree on an encoding in advance, where one ID represents
a secret symbol. To embed a secret message, the CS lets
connect packets appear by duplicating an existing node’s
ID by connecting another node to an MQTT broker. This
leads to reconnection packets from the legitimate nodes. The
reconnection is then observed by the CR. The secret message
is encoded by a tuple {time of disconnect; ID of disconnected
node}, i.e., the order of appearance of disconnects is a key for
sorting the IDs of disconnected nodes. Each ID is linked to a
secret symbol.

Embedding Hiding Pattern: As explained in Tab. II, the
exploitation of reconnects for network steganography can
be expressed through hybrid patterns. They require certain
header bits to be set (e.g., in TCP this would be the RST
flag) or commands to be sent (E1n1. Network State/Value
Modulation) while they also require a precise timing (element
positioning in the temporal sense, E2.2n1 Network Element
Positioning) as the time of reconnection is used to encode a
secret message together with a node’s ID.

Please note that one might additionally list the related
indirect covert channel pattern in this category, see Fig. 2 in
[16] for an overview.

Representation Hiding Pattern: The CR observes the occur-
rence of reconnections (recognition of modulated values via
R1n1. Network State/Value Modulation), which also means
that elements representing new connections must be tracked in
a temporal manner (R2.21n. Network Element Positioning).

Application Scenario: The method can be used for covert
communication between one or more covert senders and
receivers. In [55], the authors propose a data exfiltration
scenario in an Operational Technology environment, where
the covert sender has no access to the internet and transfers
sensitive metadata to the receiver, who is connected to the
internet and, thus, is able to exfiltrate the covert message to
an external server. This scenario provides an uni-directional
communication, but the channel can also be used in a bi-
directional manner.

Required Properties of the Cover Object: This method
requires a connection between nodes and the broker that can be
reconnected and where the nodes have the option to reconnect
themselves, e.g., in case they lose their connection due to an
unstable network environment. To transmit messages, the CS
needs to connect nodes with duplicated IDs, the CR has to read
the traffic of the broker. The method requires sufficient noise in
the number of legitimate reconnections to not be immediately
suspicious.

Covert Channel Properties: The method operates in a MitM
scenario. It cannot be used in an end-to-end scenario as
other nodes will not receive the reconnection information of
the reconnected node. The channel is an uni-directional and
indirect one.

The bandwidth depends on the number of reconnection
packets 𝑛 that can be sent per second and a single node ID
contains 16 bits. For this reason, the channel offers 16 · 𝑛 bps
[54].

The robustness can be influenced by a higher number of
caused reconnections which interfere with another as well
as general traffic noise that might influence the reliability
of the network. However, noisy legitimate reconnections can
be filtered by the receiver by regarding the source address
of the sent packet. Furthermore, the QoS feature of MQTT
influences the reliability of messages reaching the CR. For a
timing interval of 1 s and QoS=1, approximately 72.4% of the
secret symbols reached the CR, while increasing the interval
to 8 s resulted in 94.1% successfully transferred symbols.

Covert Channel Control Protocol: While it was not the case
in the original work, one could use a fraction of the hidden bits,
e.g., every second bit, to transfer error correction/detection
or control information, e.g., to indicate the start or end of a
transmission. See [26] for examples on control protocols in
network steganography.

Potential or Tested Countermeasures: The more symbols
are sent per unit of time, the easier the channel can be
detected. For instance, to limit detectablility, one can use
ternary encoding, for example, to limit the symbols sent.

Mileva et al. have shown that the channel can be distin-
guished from legitimate traffic with high detectability [54]
using a modified version of the compressibility score of Cabuk
et al. [85]. Detailed experimental results for the detectability
are provided by the original paper.
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Mileva et al. also proposed one countermeasure to limit the
capacity of this channel: an adversary could send randomly
chosen node IDs to disrupt the interpretation of a covert
message.

X. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this article, we presented a taxonomy for steganography
hiding methods able to capture the nuances of an almost
unbounded number of domains related to digital contents and
hardware/software entities. To elaborate such a concept, we
used a pattern-based approach and we took advantage of
objects and actions. As a result, the proposed taxonomy should
be considered an object-oriented organization for grouping
and classifying steganographic actions that can target specific
objects. To prove the flexibility of our approach, we applied
the taxonomy to several domains of steganography, including
network entities, textual contents, digital media, CPS and
industrial settings, and the cloaking of data within filesystems.

In order to design and refine our idea, we revised previous
attempts and we performed major efforts to unify good prac-
tices and elaborate suitable workarounds to major shortcom-
ings. In more detail, state-of-the-art taxonomies dealing with
steganography and data hiding exhibited various limitations
in handling embedding patterns, i.e., they lacked the “rep-
resentation pattern” concept. Another important advancement
concerns the ability of dropping the unnecessary artificial
distinction between temporal and non-temporal hiding meth-
ods as well as the need of using inconsistent pattern naming
conventions. As a result, our taxonomy is very expressive and
provides a more solid foundation for the rapidly-emerging
corpus of research on the use of steganography both as an
attack and defense technique. Lastly, our taxonomy and the
related unified description template can be used to explain
hybrid hiding methods. In this case, multiple patterns can be
combined to capture sophisticated cloaking mechanisms.

Future works aim at enriching the taxonomy with a deeper
mapping of methods belonging to the field of media steganog-
raphy, especially to consider the required adjustments to
handle media streams (including variable-bit-rate audio/video
flows) and protocols devoted to guarantee the interaction of
users and contents (e.g., in the context of games and AR/VR
applications). Part of our ongoing research is devoted to
analyze the feasibility of integrating methods for watermarking
digital and network traffic into our general framework. At the
same time, an important amount of effort will be used to
support and advocate the adoption of the presented taxonomy
to the scientific community. Hence, this article (including the
tutorial part) should be considered both as a sort of “textbook”
and manifesto to gather other researches and spawn an iterative
process to enrich and refine our vision. To support such a
process, we plan to maintain the taxonomy over the next
decade with bi-annual meetings and propose updates via the
ad-hoc website: https://patterns.ztt.hs-worms.de.
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